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T h e Oxford Group
Movement
Editorial

The Secret Chamber
By Mabel Glenn Haldeman

Reigning Power
E. H. Hess

There's a sweet and secret chamber,Where my soul delights to be;
It's the place where my dear Saviour
Often comes and meets with me.
It is in this quiet sweetness,
Where I find such comfort rare,
That I would not have another
With me earthly comfort share.
Here He tells me how He loves me.
How He'd have me always near,
How He would not do without me
If He could—up there nor here.
Here He whispers glory secrets,
Lets me know and realize
How He treasures me, Divinely,
As His full-redemption prize.

T h e Scriptures
Jesse A. Sider

God's Call to Amos
J. A. Clitnetthaga

Here He drops exquisite sweetness
From His lily lips so pure,
And His words so gracious, tender,
To His heart doth me allure.
When He speaks His voice is charming,
So compelling, so Divine,
As I hear Him softly whisper,
"I am thine and thou art Mine."
Oh, this fellowship is blessed!
It is far beyond compare;
It's an earnest of the glories
With Him yonder I shall share;
Where no sickness, pain, or anguish
Shall bedim the light of day,
And where parting is excluded—
There I'll be with Him for aye.
—Christian Life Missionary

Foreign Missions
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NO DEPRESSION IN PALESTINE

Business activity has held fairly steady
for the past several weeks. There is an
attitude of more leniency toward delinquent
farm mortgages which is taken by many
as just a graceful yielding to a successful
rebellion staged by the farmers Annual
statements from firms whose fiscal years
have closed show heavy losses for the
year's operations. With the closing of more
banks, the amount of currency in circulation
increases as people are using more cash
instead of checks. Legislative bodies seem
to be hopelessly at sea and commodity prices
are far from being stabilized. The President-elect continues to make plenty of fine
promises and millions of people hope he
will be able to make them good.
Indications now point to an early international conference having as its aim the
endeavor to settle the debt question once
and for all.
The folks who expected the country to
go wet over night after the one-sided election held in November have had to content themselves with the thought that a
great many wet signs fail in dry weather.
The Briggs Body strike in Detroit was
considered as "the first desperation strike",
and the country generally is watching. It
is hard to know just what has inspired this
strike, but it is evident that other things
entered into it aside from wages. In Chicago, in South Bend, Indiana, and other
places there have been small riots and gatherings protesting against one thing or another. All is not well with the present
situation in America. People do not want
to be a constant object of charity; they want
to work and recieve fair wages for what they
do, but the Communistic propaganda encourages the thought that the rest of the
world owes them a living. This makes the
situation hard to deal with.

indeed and those who honestly want to make
some provision to help hardly know which
side of the huge problem to tackle.
AFTER FIVE YEARS
The greatly heralded five-year plan of
Russia hich came to an end with the beginning of the present year, has not accomplished what Soviet Russia expected. From
a very direct source the writer has learned
from an engineer who spent two years in
Russia that conditions are nothing short
of alarming. • Nearly everyone lives in constant dread of their lives and any one who
dares lift a finger or say a word against
the Soviet regime disappears. Their friends
and family do not know what become of
them. Either they are exiled or dispatched.
This young man who received a salary of
$8,000 per year with plenty of Russian
rubles to provide comfortable living while
he was there, says that as he again reached
the shores of America he felt that years
had rolled off his shoulders and that the
pressure under which he existed for the
past several years being lifted, he could
hardly find words to speak his appreciation
of America.
Russia has tried to build without Christ,
without God, and her hatred for Christ has
seemingly known no bounds. Especially is
this true in the larger centers. These larger
cities are openly anti-religious and every
effort possible is being made to inculcate
the people with the idea that there is no Gcd.
Without doubt there are in the midst of
Russia, forces which are working for its
final dissolution and Providence will no
doubt allow these forces to work until this
godless civilization will go down with a
mighty smash. No nation can long survive
without God.
A NEW BIBLE TRANSLATION

Hitler, a leader of what is known as the
Nazi political group in Germany, is finally
made chancellor. He is granted certain
honors without a great deal of power. He
is trying to do in Germany what Mussolini
did in Italy. Hitler is also a very devout
Roman Catholic so wherever you go there
is a feeling of unrest and at the least provocation men are liable to throw off all the
forces of restraint and allow the spirit of
communism which has pervaded the mind
of many individuals to have full sway.

The British and Foreign Society have
announced that the printing of the Hausa
Bible for Africa is now complete and the
book in this new translation is sent forth
to the Hausa speaking people in the north,
western, and even parts of eastern Africa
and it is estimated that some 27,000,000
are reachable through this latest translation. How marvelous it is when we stop
to think that in 1931 there were over
40,000,000 copies of the Scriptures printed
and distributed; these being printed in some
886 languages.

FARM REBELLION

GOLD

In more than a half dozen states farm
foreclosures are meeting with considerable
resistance and especially in the state of
Iowa. A definite organization has been
formed to prevent an orderly process of
foreclosure so that tax sales have merely
become a farce.
In Washington there are now pending
some thirty measures for debt reduction
and adjustments. A bewildering variety

The production of gold for 1932 was
$475,000.000—a new record. It was $403,000.000 in 1929. Notwithstanding this new
record of product ; on there will not be enough
to modify the prices of other commodities
and a great many nations have been going
off the gold standard. This is just another
indication that as long as nations and people
make the arm of flesh their trust they will
meet with one disappointment after another.

According to reports, Palestine is the
only prosperous corner of the world today.
"The present situation is such that very few
need loans. There are over a hundred banking firms in Palestine, each of them glad
to grant loans at a very small percentage;
but few of them having a demand for such
loans. In the history of Palestine it is perhaps for the first time that the supply of
capital is larger than the demand. . .
Palestine is free from all those financial
difficulties which the world is experiencing." The reports show that the present
prosperity centers largely in the orange and
building industries.
RADIUM DISCOVERED IN PALESTINE
And the present prosperity is. but a drop
in the bucket to Jie wealth in store for the
Promised Land. It has long been known
that the mineral products of the Dead Sea,
now being exploited, are estimated at the
amazing figure of twelve hundred billions
of dollars. And now, added to all this,
comes the announcement by American experts, that in the Palestinian waters radium
has been discovered. The almost priceless
element has been found by chemical analysis,
in the wells of Hamath.
The Jewish Telegraphic Agency has just
made public the report given by Sir Arthur
Grenfell Wauchope, High Commissioner of
Palestine, to the Mandates Commission of
the League of Nations last November, concerning Arab claims for land dispossession.
Sir Arthur, in his report, exploded the
legend that Jewish immigration into Palestine is responsible for the dispossession of
Arab cultivators, and that the Arab economic grievances were responsible for the ArabJewish riots of 1929. According to approved estimates, the number of Arabs who can
establish any case for land compensation,
will total under 600, out of the 2,826 Arab
cultivators who filed claims up to October 1,
1932.
Besides economic ruin, the Jews of Europe
are suffering increasingly from anti-Semitic
atrocities. The situation in the universities
is still tense. The difficulty is rendered
all the more extreme by reason of the fact
that the authorities, especially in the universities of Poland, have in many instances
shown themselves partial to the anti-Semites.
These have been let off with merely mild
reprimand after their outrageous attacks
upon the Jews, while the Jews who attempted self-defense have been arrested and in
some instances, further tortured.
Terrorization of Jews through economic
boycott has also been on the increase. The
atrocities have assumed a new form. Teargas bombs have been thrown into Jewish
stores and cinemas in several cities in Germany, in Roumania and in Poland.
In
Vienna, property damage estimated at 200,000 schilling, and incalculable boycott damage, was wrought by Nazis in their terrorization campaign to prevent Christmas shoppers from trading with Jews. Tear-gas
bembs were thrown into Jewish department
stores compelling them to close.
From Germany also come reports of tear
gas bombing of warehouses and other places
of Jewish business, in Giessen, Mainz, Darmstadt, Worms, and other towns—all the
attacks believed to be part of a pre-arranged programme worked out by Nazi leaders.
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" G R E A T E R IS H E T H A T IS W I T H IN Y O U T H A N H E T H A T IS W I T H OUT"
Progress in the present generation along
the lines of sanitation has brought about so
many methods of preserving foods and
making things immune from dust and dirt
and germs, so that a great many of the
things which we now use are untouched
by the human hand and are completely prepared in the factory and presented to the
consumer so that he need have no fear of
disease or polution when he purchases
these articles of food or notions. Nearly
everything we buy from a tooth brush 'or
a bar of candy to a man's shirt is done up
in a germ-proof cellophane wrapper.
Of course we are talking now about
America. N o t everywhere has the cellophane art so completely penetrated. Things
certainly have been carried to extreme in
this country, for now as you pass along the
shop windows of Catholic gift stores, you
will find even the crucifix and Catholic
figures resting complacently under a covering of cellophane. W e suppose before long
even the communion cup itself will have
to be done up in cellophane and the package only broken by the participant.
Of course we know there is no argument
about food stuffs being better put up in
this way: and we would much rather attack
a bar of candy handed to us in a cellophane
wrapper than one exposed to all the elements, but we wonder if it is not true also
that we have begun to wrap saints in cellophane.
It seems that so many need to be so
carefully handled that the least chill wind
which may strike them will produce a cold
that will result in death, spiritually. Sometimes it appears that folks need to be so
well guarded that the Lord cannot even
try them to see if their faith is genuine or
not. W e wonder how Paul would have
looked done up in a cellophane wrapper.
That he was not, we are quite sure, for
he lived fearlessly in a world contaminated
with many evils. There were dangers on
the right hand and on the left. He did not
even have the privilege, as he entered into
those fever-infested areas, to go to a physician and become inoculated against typhoid fever germs. These dangers had to be
braved and through these very experiences
we have been given a Christianity with a
stronger physique than that produced by the
average life of this twentieth century day.
T o o many seem to forget that the hardships
and dangers, the trials and tests through
which we may be called to pass in this
present generation are intended to work
out for us a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory.
If the Scripture quoted above means anything, it surely means that the grace of
God, "he that is within you", will so completely inoculate the blood stream of our
spiritual life that we can be exposed to
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trials, to tests, to dangers, to offendings, to
a great many things that would prove us
and try our mettle.
W h e n the next test comes, do not pray
that the Lord might do you up in a cellophane wrapper, but that He may give you
grace and courage to stand true in the heat
of the battle.

The Oxford Group Movement
Through private letters which we recently received we have been asked the
question, " W h a t do you think of the Oxford Group Movement?'
Since this movement is comparatively
new in this country, we are sure many of
our readers have not so much as heard of
it. Nevertheless it is being proclaimed by
radio and pen and sooner or later the
average person will be contacted by
it.
It is well that the f a c t s
be
made known t o Christians everywhere
and for the information of our readers we
are giving you excerpts from an editorial in
the "Evangelical Christian" by the Rev.
R. V. Bingham, whose personal contact
with this movement has enabled him to
make a fair and unbiased appraisal of their
teachings.
Let us look at the strength and the weakness of the things which the Oxford Group has
emphasized
First, Silence before God, or Guidance
through the Morning1 Watch. If the Movement
in its visit to our city has stirred up numbers
of Christians to give a little more time in the
morning to "listening in" to God, to know His
voice, and to get His guidance and not merely
His guardianship for the day, that surely
ought to accomplish a great deal. There are
some in the Oxford Movement who were converted before they touched it, who do state
that guidance should come through the Scriptures, by the aid and the illuminating of the
Holy Spirit; that God has already spoken to
His children. This is the great principle of
guidance. We do not object to their taking a
pad and a pencil to write down any thoughts
of guidance which come to them. God does
illuminate judgment and thought.
But to
take the thoughts especially generated in a
mental vacuum as Divine guidance would
throw one open to all the suggestions of another who knows how to come as an Angel of
Light and whose illumination would lead to
disaster. "We know many Christians have been
blessed through being called back to the auiet
time in the morning, to listening in to God, to
seeking guidance in all the affairs of life, and
of taking the Guide with them.
But we affirm that a lot of immature Christians will be put in a place of great peril, unless the Movement will lay more stress upon
the need of guidance from the Scriptures and
the searching of the Word of God to this end.
Especially is it necessary that they put out a
warning against running off with every seeming mental illumination which may be an illusion, as though it conveyed Divine guidance.
One of their young representatives was asked
the attitude of the individuals in the Movement toward two great moral issues. "It
would depend on guidance in each case." he
replied. I t illustrates the weakness at this
po'nt.
Secondly, Sharing with Men. This is one of
the great tenets of the Movement. If this
eventuated in laying upon the hearts of its
followers the need of definite personal work
for Christ, witnessing to Him, confessing Him
before men. then we should have nothing to
say to it. This would be splendid. Sharing the
Gospel! Every live spiritual pastor is all
the time seeking to leod his people out to this
definite personal dealing with souls anywhere
and everywhere. There is nothing new in
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Sharing. We question whether anyone is truly
born again without being given an impulse, the
constrainment of the love of Christ, to share
that which they possess with others. We
have no doubt whatever that there are some
splendid men in the Movement who have received an impetus to personal testimony and
work which they never had before. And therein we rejoice if it is to make real converts to
the Christ. If it is a matter of making proselytes to the Oxford Group Movement, then' we
would feel very much toward it as Christ expressed Himself toward the Pharisees; they
would go over land and sea to make one proselyte and then made them worse than themselves. Christ's words were even stronger.
But what is the idea of the Oxford Movement
on Sharing? I t is nothing more or less than
a confession of sin. Their practice is to commence to tell their own sins to the other fellow that he may he brought to confess as a
mutual affair. If it were a sharing and a confession of Christ as a Saviour of sinners—that
would be great. But the bringing in of the
confessional into the Protestant Church is
something that we repudiate and reject. Auricular confession is contrary to the teaching of Scripture, and has been a curse to the
Catholic Church. We- do not think that lay
confessions will improve on the priestly confessions, and this idea of great relief that
comes when you share the sin of your life,
implying a changed life, is foreign to the Bible conception of that change brought about
by regeneration. Confessing one's sin to a fellow man and pouring out the filth of one's
natural heart into the ears of another mere
mortal has nothing to do with Divine forgiveness and cleansing. I t is not required nor is
it wise. Attention has been called to the fact
that I Tim. 5:22 should read, "Lay hands hastily on no man. Neither be a sharer of other
men's sins. Keey thyself pure."
While under the fire of criticism in this city
its leaders stated that they did not encourage the confession of sex sins; we charge them
therein with breaking their first claim, which
is "absolute honesty". They have encouraged
the confession of sex sins.
The only Scripture t h a t they quote is from
James 5, "Confess your faults one to another
and pray one for another that ye may be
healed." Thev do not add usually the last
words, nor do they state that it is certainly
not the common confession of sins one to another. It is at a time when the Elders are
gathered to pray for a sick person, and relates
only to that condition. The one other passage
"If we confess our sins H e is faithful and
iust to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness," h a s absolutely
nothing to do with confession of sin man-ward.
The sense of relief that these people describe
when thev have told out to somebody else the
the badness of their hearts, h a s nothing to do
with Divine forgiveness. One has merely
given into the hands of one's fellow man a
power over one's life that he is not entitled to
and which sometimes has proved most disastrous.
In connection with this they do herald quite
widely the fact that there has been the marking- right of wrongs done to men and the restitution of stolen property. We have nothing to
say against this. Where one has sinned
against a brother, the proper place to confess
it is to that brother. Where one has defaulted,
the proper place to settle that is to make restitution to the party that h a s been wronged or
robbed. But every live preacher and evangelist is all the time being used in such results.
They keep them auiet as a rule rather than
blaze them abroad.
Third, Surrender to God, and Service to Men.
The Movement does challenge complete yielding' to God, and public "witnessing to men .
We believe they have brought this call to
many lukewarm Christians with commendable
success. True Christians have yielded to the
T.ordship of Christ and have gone forth to
"witness". Therein has come the^ greatest
wholesome result. When in fifty of our city
churches the pulnits were given oyer to witnessing- thev had record congregations. The
Church needs testimony. Preachers who have
preached their congregations to death would
sit a. resurrection if they were to ask some
real live witnesses to tell what the Lord, has
done for them. One of the greatest soul-winners on this continent, who h a s shepherded
some of the largest churches, told us that
again and again when his soul-winning mmistrv seemed to lack, and men and women
were not coming to Christ, when he searched
himself and sought God in the matter, he was
convicted that he had usurped the place of witbearing and that his preaching had
n oss
^ro"-d»d out testimony from his people. He
told me that on these occasions he had gone
to some of the spiritual members of his flock
and told them that he wanted them to give a
testimony at the next Sunday evening meeting
and tell the people how the Lord had saved
(Continued on page 62)
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Reigning Power
By E. H. Hess
n p O rule, control, direct, command, to
•*• have one's own way seems innate in
most human beings. The prerogative for
man to rule and have dominion over the
lower created beings is ordained of God.
Man needs to rule himself. "He that ruleth his own spirit is greater than he that
taketh a city." Through redemption we are
made kings and priests unto God. Through
the avenue of death and suffering we are
to live and reign. A paradox to the natural man.
Slavery, involuntary servitude, submission to injustice, tyranny, and despotism
are states and conditions which we all deplore and try to avoid. However the slaves
to sin and Satan, involuntary service to degraded appetites and passions is repulsive
to our better selves. W e note injustices and
tyranny which we cannot prevent and seek
relief from the despotic yoke of lust and
passion to which we have become enslaved.
Man is a trinity in that he is physical,
intellectual, and spiritual. It was ordained
of God that the physical should be controlled by the intellect or mind and the mind
by the spirit. Through the fall and sin the
order is reversed and hence the appetites,
the lust of the flesh and eye and the pride of
life controls and reigns over the spirit. Man
is naturally carnal and sold under sin.
Every kingdom has its laws and principles upon which it stands. There is a
kingdom of God, and an anti-kingdom of
God—a kingdom of Satan. As individuals
we are unavoidably a member, a subject, a
citizen, of one of the two spiritual kingdoms. Many prefer neutrality, independence, freedom from both God and Satan
but we must all make a choice, a decision;
and with Joshua, choose whom we will
serve, whether God unto righteousness and
eternal life or Satan unto unrighteousness
and eternal death.
Christ would have us learn of and fellowship with him for he assures us that his
yoke is easy and his burden is light. Not
so with Satan for his yoke is galling and
the burdens that he places upon us are
grevious to bear. " O wretched man that
I am! who shall deliver me from the body
of this death? I thank God through Jesus
Christ our Lord. So then with the mind I
myself serve the law of God: but with the
flesh the law of sin." Our bodies must
eventually pay the penalty of sin in death
but our minds when preserved and made
anew through atonement serve the law of
God which is the law of life, even eternal
life. Glory to God for his wonderful provision.
Free moral agency, individual responsibility, causality, determinism, psychic influence and power, spiritual forces whether
good or evil, whether by God or anti-God
(Satan) the grace of God or power of the

>".
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devil are germane to the subject of reigning
by the individual in his own life, sphere, and
activities. There are divergent opinions as
evidenced in the extremes of Calvanism and
Arminianism. W e may stress God's part,
credit or blame the stars, fate or God himself for all that transpires and exonerate
individual responsibility or we may deify
man and exalt him to the plane of power
through his will to accomplish any desired
end, thus ignoring outside forces whether
they be environmental, material, social,
psychical or spiritual.
While free grace and free will seem antipodes yet both have a place in the Bible,
in the individual, in the destiny of man. As
Dr. Saford once put it "Grit backed by the
grace of God is what we all need to fulfill
the highest purpose of our lives."
The child early in life manifests desires,
choice, and determination. There comes the
parting of the ways whether for good or
evil. The chosen way leads to a destiny
whether that of the refined saint or degraded sinner, the hope of a heaven or the doom
of an eternal hell. Dying testimonies of
the two classes give abundant proof that
there is a way that seemeth right to man
but it fails to support one's hope in the dying hour.
Kingdoms claim their subjects. Christ the
great High Priest and King of kings and
Lord of lords gives promise, succor, and
hope to a stoned Stephen and to a, to be
beheaded Paul, and Christian martyrs because they allowed the Holy Spirit rule and
reign; stood firm in their faith, consequently
they were in control and reigned their
lower selves, the human sphere of their
lives, to the honor and glory of God.
W h e n passion, lust, pride, avarice, evil
holds sway with us then evidently Beelzebub or his lieutenants has the most potent
influence or power over us in the spiritual
realm. W e wrestle not against flesh and
blood, b u t against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness
of the world, against spiritual wickedness
in high places.
W e need God's spiritual armour as defense; our minds cognizant of the reality
of sin and Satan; our wills fortified in determination to eschew evil and hold to the
good and our spirits attuned and in fellowship with the spirit of God. There is a
realm of reign for a king to function in
and we as kings in Christ's kingdom are
given the duty to first reign our own lives
to the glory of God and good of our fellow men. As we demonstrate the power to
rule well ourselves we then are eligible for
reigning power in larger realms. If we
understood the conditions in the millennium
kingdom of a thousand year's reign of
Christ here upon the earth there will be

deputies needed even as Moses needed
deputies with his rule of Israel. The resurrected and translated saints shall be the
ones to function in that realm. Hence can
we not conclude that those who prove capable to reign in this life will be given the
places of responsibility in Christ's millennium kingdom.
W h e r e there is no cross there is no
crown. W e sow or plant before we reap
a harvest. The harvest will be wheat or
tares according to the sowing. As there
are natural harvests so too there will be
spiritual harvests. Heaven is a prepared
place for a prepared people. M a y we all
attain unto the heavenly realm is my pray-

A PRAYER
iev. H. S. Brinser, M.E., M.Pd., M.A.
Help us. Lord, each day to be
Ambassadors of love for Thee.
Help us Thy love the more to know,
That we Thy truth-seeds here may
sow.
Help
That
Help
That

us tune our hearts to praise,
comely music fill our days.
our lives a prayer to be
others richness in us see.

Help us as thru life we go
Some kindness daily to bestow.
Help us e'er that we may be
More and more each day like Thee.
More like Thee in word and thought,
With helpfulness the more be fraught.
Help us, Lord, sweet songs to sing,
Help us brightness e'er to cring.
Help
Help
Help
Help

us lighten leaden loads,
us push away the goads;
us sweeter smiles to smile,
us heavenly hours to while.

Help
Help
Help
Help

us
us
us
us

Help
Help
Help
Help

us lend the helping hand,
us e'er for Jesus stand.
us Thy promises to claim,
us e'er to laud Thy name.

true, living poems live,
our lives to Thee to give.
e'er our duty face,
life with gifts to grace.

Grant that we our place shall find
And to Thy will e'er be resigned,
Teach us to feel our obligation
To school and church and home and
nation.
Let us not swerve from TRUTH and
RIGHT,
Give us Thy never-failing light.
Hearten us, that come what may,
Our Christian fortitude portray.
May Thy name e'er hallowed be
In our thoughts, and words, and acts
set free.
May Thy kingdom of grace, of power,
of glory come down
Us to inspire, to defend and crown.
Then e'er the glory Thine shall be
For setting shackled sinners free;
Thus say we then, Amen, Amen.
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The Scriptures
By Jesse A. Sider
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H P H E subject before us is important be- are the standard and foundation of all
4- cause of the source from which it things upright, equal and enduring. W i t h springs. Peter says that holy men of God out them this world would be disorder,
spake as they were moved by the Holy chaos and despair. Only those actuated
Ghost; and Paul told Timothy that all with its teachings know how much the
scripture is given by inspiration of God peace of mankind depends on the faithful
and is profitable. Inspiration means, God adherence of at least a few persons to its
breathed. Men should handle the scrip- principles of faith and prayer. Often those
tures with the utmost reverence for John reared under the influence of the so-called,
speaks of our part being taken from the "behind the times" teaching are sought to
book of life if we take from the book of his fill places of trust; for standards of honesty
prophecy. According to Jesus's words, even are found among men in the proportion to
though heaven and earth should pass away, which people adhere to the plain unadulterated W o r d of God. Righteous principles
yet his word will never.
Even though some may contend to the in the laws of nations trace their origin to
contrary; yet those, who have fully com- the Scriptures and a nation only stands as
plied with its teachings, will agree that it it respects God's word. Homes are brokcontains the fullest instructions necessary to
our present salvation, well being in this
world and hope of immortal bliss. Our
BESTIE THYSELF!
queries as to our origin are answered, also
By C. R. Stump
the origin of Satan, his design and tactics
Bestir thyself, O drooping soul!
and final doom. God's love to fallen man
Why languish and repine?
is most beautifully portrayed throughout.
Are evil days the part or whole?
Doeth not the sun still shine?
The boundless dimensions of His redeemBestir thyself, O sluggish heart!
ing grace, His satisfying portion, His keepHath faith lost room within?
ing power, His healing virtue and His parYields not the day a goodly part
We hold as counterpart with Him?
tially revealed future glory are so plainly
set forth so as to make its study most fasBestir thyself, O fearful child!
Wherein doeth lie thy fear?
cinating. The Scripture gives the sins, reThy phantoms but mock the dreaded wild
When faith and courage appear.
pentance and restortion of some of its most
noted characters, as well as their strong
Bestir thyself, O erring one!
Evil accumulates a staggering toll;
points. It reveals a salvation that grows
Why languish? the day may still be won
With faith in Him, and steady soul.
sweeter as we become older. T h e modern
tendency to social unrest, including divorce
as well as national unrest finds the solution
to its problems within i^s sacred pages. In en up and churches are divided and come to
short it contains a balm for all man's sor- naught all because of ignoring their sacred
rows and troubles. N o condition in which teachings.
we find ourselves is so difficult but that
The power of God, and the things to be
there can be found some comforting in- gained through His love shed abroad in the
structions.
human heart, greatly exceed all the comThe Bible is very simple and easy to be bined forces of evil. The power shown
understood by those seeking light, but very forth in the W o r d has made many startling
Only a reversion to
obscure to those filled with selfishness. The transformations.
wayfaring man, though a fool, need not err apostolic faith and practice can produce the
therein. Holy Ghost filled, even though supernatural in many places, where they
illiterate, persons are much more likely to have a name to live but are dead. N o other
get its correct meaning than many filled power can transform the human heart.
with this world's knowledge. Yet in spite Strong will power may suffice to break off
of its great simplicity some of the finest certain bad habits, but man is entirely
pieces of literature, ever penned by human helpless to change his disposition, apart
hand, are found within its pages, as Isa. from the power revealed in the W o r d of
53. N o doubt the simplicity of the story Truth. God's power may be counterfeited
of creation, and also the simplicity by which as in the case of the magicians of Egypt,
miracles were wrought and sick healed, but the counterfeit at last falls short and
both in ancient and N e w Testament times, the real stands out in enduring contrast. N o
makes it harder to believe when studied by wonder the souls of multitudes in years past
have been thrilled to the point of suffering
the worldly wise.
the loss of all things earthly, even their
Few are able to place the proper value
lives, by an unwavering faith in the W o r d .
on the Scriptures because of not having
Sinful man trembles in the presence of
hidden them in their hearts. M a n y seek to
divinity; but compliance with its precepts
devise other methods to take the place of
puts humanity in perfect fellowship with
the humble w a y laid down by Christ and
its Maker, where worship and praise are
the apostles, but they never free the guilty
perfectly natural.
conscience or empower for service. They
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Psa. 119:20 says, "The entrance of thy
words giveth light." Reading of the W o r d
reveals our sins. This is why we do not
care to read it until we are ready to obey.
It also reveals carnality, in fact everything
that is not like God and heaven. It shows
our possibilities of development in divine
graces and the opportunities that are ours
to be a blessing to our fellowmen, and
honor to God, and thereby lay up treasures
in heaven. The works of Satan thrive in
darkness but must flee in the presence of
the light of God's W o r d .
N o other book will withstand such close
study for an indefinite length of time and
yet not be exhausted. W e can never get
to its end in this life. N e w truths continue to emanate from its pages each successive time that it is carefully read. It is
a hidden Book yet revealed to the upright.
Those who love darkness may select isolated passages to suit their fancy, and be
deluded by Satan into thinking they are
right. A careful study of all that is said
on any subject will reveal that there are no
contradictions, but a beautiful blending of
truths designed to inspire the most lofty
ideals in humanity. True happiness can
only be found by filling our hearts with its
truth. W e need be little afraid of studying
it too much, for the great tendency is to
neglect it. Its honest study spoils an appetite for unwholesome and harmful reading.
The more it is read the better it is loved.
The circumstances in which we find ourselves are varied, but there is always to be
found a comforting or instructive passage
that just suits our case. It is our guide
and chart through this unfriendly world.
The danger points are shown. Many blessings are promised for obedience.
In addition to all that it gives us for our
benefit in this life, it also warns us of the
perils of disobedience and the wrath to
come. Beautiful word pictures are used to
portray the bliss to be enjoyed, throughout
the ceaseless ages of eternity, by the blessed. W e are promised a dwelling forever
in the presence of our king. There will
be no night there; neither death, sorrow,
nor crying; but all will be light, life and joy.
May our Lord help us to appreciate the
book of all books as never before. Amen.
CLASSIFIED REPORT
A classified report of deaths which appeared
in the "Evangelical Visitor" during the year
1932.
Ages are as follows:
Under 1 year
4
1 to 10 years
3
10 to 20 years
5
20 to 30 years
6
30 to 40 years
5
40 to 50 years
8
50 to 60 years
11
(50 to 70 years
10
70 to 80 years
24
80 to 90 vears
28
90 to 100 years
8
Age not given
1
Total
122
Among this number of deaths were: 1
bishop, 4 ministers, 5 deacons.
Fifty-two marriages appeared in the "Evangelical Visitor" during the year 1932.
Sent in by Catharine B. Wingert.
Fayetteville, Pa.
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God's Call to Amos
By J, A.
Article 9
O most of the readers of the Evangelical Visitor the call of God to
Amos should be exceedingly interesting for
at least two different reasons. Firstly, because as a people we are agricultural in
pursuit, and secondly because our ministry
is called from their occupation to prophesy.
If any people ought to appreciate the
fact that Amos was a herdman, it should
be an agricultural people. Amos was called from his herds and commanded to
prophesy. As far as the record is concerned he was given no command to prepare for his work. In after years when
Amaziah, the priest, questioned his authority and told him not to prophesy against
Bethel, Amos answered the priest and said,
"I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son; but I was a gatherer of sycamore
fruit. And the L O R D took me as I followed the flock, and the L O R D said unto
me, Go, prophesy unto my people Israel."
W h a t a vivid description of the ministry
of the Brethren in Christ Church! Like
Amos they are called from the herds. Also like Elisha of old our ministry is called
from following the plough. Like Amos
they are told to prophesy (preach) in the
name of the L O R D . W i t h very little
training for the Christian ministry so far
as taking a preacher's training course,
may we be able to say in reality because
we are in contact with God and His W o r d ,
"Hear the W o r d of the L O R D . "

T

God's call t o Amos was definite and precise. T o some of us the call of God is the
same. The message Amos was given to deliver was not freighted with love and
mercy but it was distinctively a message of
judgment. This is one of the reasons
Amaziah did not want Amos t o prophesy.
Amos was very direct. Amaziah recognized that Amos was a seer but was not ready
to receive his message, therefore he says,
" O thou seer, go, flee thee away into the
land of Judah, and there eat bread, and
prophesy there."
Often Amos is called "The Prophet of
Encircling Doom." In this particular his
message and method differs from many
others. It has often been said that we
should start our messages and work at
home and then go to other places. In the
main this is true, but Amos is an exception
to the rule. Amos was a native of Judah,
called from there and immediately sent to
T h e Ten Northern Tribes of Israel. Here,
he is first called t o prophesy to the Nations
not related to Israel; Damascus representing the Syrians, Gaza the Philistines, and
Tyrus the Syro-Phoenicians. Often have
I thought that as Amos delivered his message concerning these unrelated nations, the
people of Israel thought that here indeed,
is a prophet whom we like. As ministers

Climenhaga
to-day we can cry out against the .sins of
Japan, China, and India and be well received. Fortunate are we if we do not fail
in drawing closer and giving the message
for the people with whom we are laboring.
Amos, after speaking against the transgressions of unrelated nations next spoke
of the distant related nations, Edom, Amnion, and Moab. And still, methinks, that
he was well received. As people living in
the United States to-day, we can cry out
against the sins of England, France, and
Germany, and our audiences will greatly
appreciate the denunciations and no one
will seriously object.
But let us notice that God had called
Amos to draw still closer and Amos followed the divine leadings. W e may have
been called by God to renounce the sins at
home or the district in which we are labouring but, lacking the courage of Amos,
we compromise. Ought not our messages
get closer and closer like the messages of
Amos did? Next Amos speaks concerning
the sins of Judah, the country from which
he came. As far as we read no objection
was raised. If I am in Canada I may speak
against the sins of U. S. A. and while I am
living here in the United States I may denounce the sins of Canada and people remain silent and quite comfortable. People
who are given to thought may think, "Well,
he is drawing nearer but he is still in his
place. He is denouncing the sins of others
and not molesting us".
Amos, however, is true to his call. He
was called from the land of Judah, called
from the herds and sent to Israel to eventually tell them directly about their own guilt.
This he did and that is what made Amaziah
feel uncomfortable. Amos had told about
the sins of the other nations and the judgment impending but to them he made no
call for repentance. His message to Israel
was more direct. T o them he said, "Prepare to meet thy God, oh Israel." God
helping us shall not we preach about the
sins of the people in general but specifically
warn the people to whom we are talking
to get ready to meet God? If we do not,
have we not failed in our ministry? Note
how God leads Amos to draw nearer and
nearer to the people to whom he had been
sent. So near to the life of the people that
the message commenced to burn into their
hearts and both king and priest feared.
W e may not have all been called like
Amos was to preach as Amos did, but a
careful reading of prophetic literature will
reveal a directness such as we have never
seen before. Some of us have had calls of
almost like nature. Have we, like Amos,
fearlessly proclaimed God's message or
have we feared the people?
A number of years ago the Native
Brethren of Matopo Mission district got in-
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to a witch craft mix up. For a year or
more the missionary in charge felt definitely
led to keep before the people the theme of
separation. By God's help he tried to do
this. The distinction between the people
of Christ and those who followed the witch
doctor was set forth from time to time.
Such texts from the book of Amos as "Can
two walk together except they be agreed?"
"Seek not Bethel, nor enter into Gilgal . . .
Seek the Lord and ye shall live," were
used. Also N e w Testament themes on
separation were given. For a long time the
message did not penetrate, but it eventually
got under the woolly heads (God bless
them) and four of the main members humbly confessed their condition and then
things moved more smoothly for God.
Whether appreciated or not the message of
warning must be given. Amos gave it
fearlessly and his only apology was "The
L O R D said, Go * * * prophesy unto my
people Israel."
In conclusion let us note that Amos
obeyed the divine summons and while he
was not able to deliver Israel out of Bethel,
idol worship, he nevertheless gave the message which God had told him to give. In
this so-called Laodicean period of the
Church you and I may not be able to stop
the downward trend of the nation, but if
we are true to our trust and do our best,
we can rest assured that God's will has
been carried out by us, and in the end
restoration will be made according to His
plan. Regardless of how humble our lot
may be, how lowly our station in life, how
often the priest in the name of ruler may attempt to hinder us, our one last word will
be, "The L O R D said, G o " and G O we
will, resting assured that the words of
Christ "Lo, I am with you always, even
unto the end of the world," will accompany
us. Amen.

The Thing that Counts
"But who say ye t h a t I am?" Read Lu. 9:18-27

The thing that counted in the lives of
Peter, John, James, and the rest was not
what the general crowd thought of Christ—
whether they regarded Him as an incarnation of Isaiah or Jeremiah or John the Baptist—but what Peter and the rest of the
disciples individually and in their hearts
thought of Christ.
And that is what counts with us. Is He
to us an Eastern sage? a worker of wonders? a maker of parables? Is He to us the
supreme Guide, the Protecter, the Consoler, the Friend, the Saviour from sin, the
eternal Judge, the Son of God, the all-loving, all-wise, all-powerful Ruler of the universe? Is He all this to us?
If He is, then life is transformed to peace
and joy, to strength and love.
Lord Je,sus, Thou art to us everything
that is good, and beautiful, and helpful.
Thou art our Friend, to the end of days.
—Wells.
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A Remarkable Incident
( p H A R L E S G. F I N N E Y tells this as
^-^ having actually happened during one
of his revivals. Mr. Finney had been
preaching and one night, a terrible-looking
man called him to one side and said: "Mr.
Finney, I want you to come with me."
Some of the elders warned Mr. Finney
not to go with him, saying: "He is one of
the worst outlaws in town. He is a murderer." Mr. Finney thought it over. God
had taken all fear out of his heart, and he
said: "That man invited me, and I am going. You pray for me."
He started off, leaving his friends very
anxious. Mr. Finney followed the man
through dark r winding alleys. Finally they
came to a door and the man opened it and
said, " W a l k in, Mr. Finney." He shut
the door after them and locked it. Then
he lighted a candle. Mr. Finney looked
around the room. There were several
guns, and a revolver lying near at hand.
Finally the man began to speak. He
said: "Mr. Finney, I have been one of the
worst outlaws in the country, but I heard
you preach to-night about the Blood of Jesus Christ, and I was impressed by your
message. N o w I want to know your
honest opinion." He pulled a revolver out
of his pocket and said, "Wit h this I have
killed four men. By proxy I have killed
several more. Now, do you believe that
a red-handed murderer like I am can be
saved?"
Mr. Finney looked at him and said: "I
have preached that if a man will confess
and forsake his sins, God is. faithful and
just to forgive him, and to cleanse him
from all unrighteousness. That is God's
promise."
"Yes, but that is not all I have done."
He pulled out a pack of cards and threw
them down and said: "Mr. Finney, I am a
professional gambler. This is a gambler's
den. The quarrels that have taken place
here have been terrible. Some have committed suicide here. I am a red-handed murderer; I am a professional gambler. Do
you believe God will forgive me?"
Mr. Finney answered: "I want to tell
you, my friend, I am compelled by God to
preach His Gospel. I do not care what sins
you have committed, if you will confess
and forsake your sins, the Blood of Jesus
Christ, God's Son, will cleanse you from
all sin."
"But," the man continued, "that is not
all. You are in a bootlegger's den also. I
have sold liquor for years without a
license. I have taken the last dime from a
poor man when I knew his wife and children were almost starving, and have seen
his children go by with their toes out in the
snow and with tattered garments on. Oh,
the broken homes I have been the cause of!
Do you think God will forgive me?"

Mr. Finney said: "I have authority from
God Almighty to preach this Gospel: 'If we
walk in the light, as He is in the light, we
have fellowship one with another, and the
Blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth us
from all sin'."
"But, Mr. Finney, that is not all. I have
as good a wife as there is in this country,
but that wife does not know anything but
a heavy fist and the toe of my boot. I am
a wife-beater. And I have a little girl
eleven years old. Mr. Finney, that little
girl has never had a kiss from her pap.
That little girl is scared to death of me,
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cleaned out his den and figured up what
he owed. He was very wealthy, but he
had done so much crooked work that he
could pay only about eighty cents on the
dollar by selling everything he had. It was
a long process, but he confessed his dark
sins and made his wrongs right, so far as
he was able. He did not sleep a wink that
first night. He went home about daybreak
in the morning and sat on the edge of his
bed. About breakfast time his little girl
went up to call him to breakfast. She talked
to him through the door and said, "Papa,
mamma wants you to come to breakfast."
Kindly he answered: "No, darling, tell
mamma papa does not want any breakfast
this morning."
The little girl ran downstairs and cried:
"Mamma, papa called me darling!"

In the centre of the circle
Of the will of God I stand;
There can come no second causes,
All must come from His dear hand.
All is well! for 'tis my Father
W h o my life hath planned.
Shall I pass through waves of sorrow?
Then I know it will be best:
Though I cannot tell the reason,
I can trust and so am blest.
God is Love, and God is faithful,
So in perfect peace I rest.
W i t h the shade and with the sunshine,
W i t h the joy and with the pain.
Lord, I trust Thee! both are needed,
Each Thy wayward child to train.
Earthly loss, did we but know it,
Often means our Heavenly gain.
—I. G. W .

and she has every reason in the world to
be, as I have kicked her around. I have
a beautiful home, but I'm a murderer, a
gambler, wife-beater, a cruel father. Mr.
Finney, be honest with me; do you believe
God will forgive me?"
Mr. Finney looked at him and said: " M y
friend, you have swung before me one of
the darkest lives I have ever heard of, but
I want to tell you the Scripture says, 'Come
now, and let us reason together, saith the
Lord: though your sins be as scarlet, they
shall be as white as snow; though they be
red like crimson, they shall be as wool'. If
you confess and forsake your sins, I believe God will have mercy upon you."
He then gave Mr. Finney his home
dress and said: "Please come over
have dinner with us to-morrow."
opened the door and let Mr. Finney
into the night.

adand
He
out

That man started in and threw his cards
into the Are, rolled the barrels of rum out,
and emptied them into the gutter. He

The mother said: "I do not believe it.
Go back and call him again." She was
bolder this time, and got almost inside the
door and said, "Papa, come to breakfast."
He called her darling again, and she ran to
tell her mother about it. The mother sent
her up once more to call him to breakfast,
and thought she would follow. This time
the child smiled to her father and he motioned her to come in. She went in and
sat down on his knee, and he put his arms
around her and kissed her. The child's
heart was broken. She looked up at her
papa wondering what had happened. The
mother looked in through the door and saw
the daughter on his knee. He motioned for
her to come in, and she sat on the other
knee. He said, "You are not a rich man's
wife any more." She said, "I would sooner have your affection than all the wealth of
this world." He said, "Forgive me, darling; forgive me." They had their first
prayer-meeting together.—Publisher Unknown.
Let your backwardness
to prayer and
reading the Scripture be ever so great, you
must strive against it. The backwardness
and the doubts you speak of, are partly
from your own evil heart, but perhaps
chiefly temptations of Satan: he knows if
he can keep you from drawing water out of
the wells of salvation, he will have much
advantage. I hope He will overrule all our
trials to make us more humble, and dependent, and to give us tenderness of spirit towards the distressed. The exercised and
experienced Christian, by the knowledge
he has gained of his own heart, and the
many difficulties he has to struggle with,
acquires a skill and compassion in dealing
with others.—John Newton.
Every affliction is a nail intended to crucify us to the world and hasten the death
of that man of sin, that degenerate lust,
which is so deeply entrenched in every human heart.—Toplady.
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HAETZELI—Sadie Hartzell, wife of Jerry
Hartzell passed away on Jan. 6, 1933, at 357
W. 62 St., Los Angeles, Cal. Sr. Hartzell was
converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church about 38 years ago at the Zion
Church in Kansas.
Funeral services were held Jan. 10, at the E.
B. Macormick Funeral Home in Los Angeles.
Elders Alvin C. Burkholder and Thomas
Franklin had charge of the service. Burial
was made in the Englewood cemetery.

A few brief glimpses of mission work in
Chicago may be interesting.
A Wednesday Bible class for young people
and children after school hours is very much
blest of God. Even rain does not keep them
away. In a recent session seventy-four came
right through it. When the attendance is full
there are over one hundred. Children under
10 years are in majority. To listen to sixty
or seventy of this age singing while sitting in
a block is very uplifting. I have never heard
children sing with such power and beauty.
Short choruses are usually used. One is—
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Obituaries
KIPE—David Franklin Kipe died January 1
at the Waynesboro Hospital. He was born at
Sabillasville, Md, April 22, 1865. In 1885 he
moved near Waynesboro, Penna., where he resided until his death. He served as deacon
for thirty-five years and had begun his third
term as a trustee of the Messiah Bible College. He was a kind father and faithful to
the church. His death is mourned by many
citizens of the community in which he resided.
As he was nearing the portals he gave assurance of his hope in these "My Jesus I Love
Thee", "He's My Savior", "Jesus is Precious".
Surviving are his wife, nee Laura Hollinger,
.and the following children: Mrs. Herman Hess,
Waynesboro, R. 4; Mrs. A. W. Climenhaga
Grantham, Penna.; Mrs. Albert H. Engle,
Garlin, Ky.; Omar H. Kipe, Waynesboro, Pa.,
R. 4; eighteen grandchildren and the following
brothers also survive: William H., Sabillasville, Md.; H. Washington, New Windsor, Md.;
George, Rouserville, Pa.
Funeral services were held at the Ringgold
Church in charge of Eld. J. C. Myers, assist-
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WARNER—Glenn S. Warner was born July
18, 1917, and died Jan. 17, 1933, age 15 years,
and 6 months. There remains to mourn their
loss father, mother, one sister, and two brothers, and other relatives.
Glenn was converted and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church in 1930. He was
a very earnest Christian. Always ready to
give his testimony for his Saviour. His one
desire was to be a missionary, and this he
truly was, because he would gladly give out
tracts or invite people out to the services.
Funeral services were held Saturday afternoon, Jan. 21, at the Brethren in Christ
Church, Upland. Eld. Alvin C. Burkholder in
charge. Burial in the Bellevue cemetery.
DICK—Dr. Christopher C. Dick, eldest son
of Bro. Daniel N. and Sr. Nancy H. Dick deceased, was born Dec. 31, 1860 and departed
this life at the Altoona Hospital, Altoona, Pa.,
Dec. 30, 1932. He was bed fast less than a
week. He was never married.
The following brothers and sisters survive:
Elizabeth Paul us, Clayton, Ohio; Wm. C, Freeport, 111.; Martha Bardsley, Garrett, lnd.;
Henry D., Hebron, 111. Two sisters and one
brother predeceased him in death.
Two
nephews, who are missionaries in India, A. D.
M. Dick and George Paulus, also survive.
Funeral services were held at Garrett, lnd.,
where he was buried beside his parents on
January 2d.
INGLE—David H. Engle, of Mount Joy,
Pa., aged 80 years, died on Thursday night at
9 o'clock, Jan. 18th, 1933, a t the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Harry C. Zeamer, 302 Chestnut
St., Columbia, Pa. He had been in ill health
for some time.
Mr. Engle for forty years prior to his retirement about fourteen years ago was a funeral director and furniture dealer in Mount
Joy. For seven years he was the superintendent and his wife was the matron a t the Messiah
Home for the aged in Harrisburg. Since the
death of his wife six years ago he retired from
active life and resided alternately at the Messiah Home and at the home of Mrs. Zeamer.
Mrs. Engle also died while on a visit to her
daughter in Columbia, Pa.
Mr. Engle was a member of the Brethren in
Christ Church, which maintains the Messiah
Home, for the past thirty-seven years.
The survivers are his daughter, Mrs. Minnie
M. Zeamer; and one son, John Engle, of Detroit, Mich.; two grandchildren Harold Zeamer,
a student at Tale University and Miss Charlotte Zeamer, Columbia, Pa.
MICKEI—George F. Mickel, son of Isaac
and Emma Cuppet Mickel, was born Feb. 16,
1878, and departed this life Jan. 16, 1933.
He was married to Bertie Lambern who predeceased him about twelve years ago. To this
union 8 children were born, all of whom survive: Earnest L., Duncansville, Pa.; Ralph A.,
Reading Pa.; Rosella M., York, Pa.; Robert I.,
Horsehead, N. T.; Annie A., Woodbury, Pa.;
Irene M., Frank W., and Gladys A., of Claysburg, Pa. His second wife, one daughter,
Verna L., his aged father, three brothers, and
one sister also survive him.
Funeral services were held on Wednesday
at 2 p. m. at the Lamersville Church of the
Brethren in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller,
assisted by Rev. Thomas Mickel of the Church
of the Brethren. Text: Job. 7:17-21. Interment was made in the cemetery near Lamersville.
BAKER—Ira Baker was born in 1860 and
suddenly passed away at his late residence
near Gormley. Jan. 7, 1933 in his 73d year.
He leaves to mourn their loss his wife, four
sons, and two" daughters, sixteen grandchildren, besides one half-brother, 2 brothers, and
three sisters.
He was converted early in life and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church where he
held membership until death.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld. D.
W. Heise, assisted by Elds. J. Henry Heise,
and Jos. Cober. Interment was made in Heise
Hill cemetery.

By J. H. Byer

"The Bible stands,
Tho the hills may tumble,
It will firmly stand,
When the earth shall crumble.
I will plant my feet
On its firm foundation
For the Bible stands."
Another is—
"God has blotted them out,
I am happy and glad and free.
God has blotted them out,
I will turn to Isaiah and see.
Chapter forty-four,
Twenty-two and three,
He's blotted them out,
And now I can SHOUT
B'or that means me."
The shout they give in unison as they say the
word is thrilling. Many of these children come
from homes of sin and shame and it is precious to t h u s implant the Gospel in their
hearts.
Death has come to a home in a flat next to
us, on the same floor—not over ten feet away.
The mother of eight has been taken away. The
blow is heavy as no one knows Christ, the
husband and father being dissipated. I t is
all very sad. Bro. Carl Carlson spoke at the
funeral held in the home.
Thousands of families are being supported
by the city on account of no work. There are
rumors that this cannot be kept up long. A
riot was reported the other day and God only
knows what is next. God's people need to
pray exceedingly. The world is in a state of
perplexity—no way out. Hunger in the midst
of plenty. Zee. 8:9-12.
My address is 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
LETTER OF APPRECIATION
To my dear brethren and sisters in the Lord
Jesus Christ: Greeting,
It is with a heart full of gratitude that I
send these few lines to you. I want to express my sincere appreciation and thanks to
you for your prayers and kindness to me all
during my illness, which began in 1922. and
still continues; and not only during my illness,
but during my labor of love in Africa for lost
souls. I thank God for those twenty-three
precious years. My call is just as real now as
when it was first given.
I realize my earthly pilgrimage may soon bo
ended—there is no fear—perfect love casteth
out fear. I am expecting an abundant entrance and a joyous meeting with my Christ
in His glorious Kingdom; I am listening for
the ringing of the golden bells. Blessed hope!
As I lie upon my bed meditating on my
future home—my mind also travels back to
earth, and I revisit the many, many homes of
the brotherhood and again enjoy the happv
seasons I had with you. Being unable to visit
you now in your homes, I hope we will all
meet in that land where there is no sickness,
sorrow, pain, or death.
The words of the Apostle Paul in II Timothy
1:12 express the sentiment of my heart "I
know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that He is able to keep that which I have
committed unto Him against t h a t day."
I am thankful to God for the Messiah Home,
it is a place of comfort and blessing to the
young as well as the aged, where Christian
fellowship is enjoyed, and the best of care
given to all. I feel so unworthy for all the
attention bestowed on me.
I pray that God's blessing may always rest
upon the church and the home.
The upward look is bright, thank God. I
am joyfully awaiting His call.
Tour Sister in Christ.
Mary E. Heisey.
P. S.—As one of Miss Heisey's nurses I
have learned many wondrous secrets of God.
She has been an inspiration to me and others,
eiving me good counsel on difficult problems.
Being around her day and nisrht for seven
months. I have never seen a frown mar her
countenance—never a complaint about her con r
dition or everyday matters. Always cheering
and encouraging others on the way. And God
does bless her.
—M. E. R. L.
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OUR MAIL BAG
it
City Missions
Altoona

Mission,

in

charge

of

IGlcl.

ilernnin

0,

Miller

and

wife, 813—4111 Ave.. Alloonu, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 llawlcy St., In charge of Rid. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission—61):)!) Ilalalead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers, l'hone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, (101 Taylor St.. Ill charge of lilah. W. H.
Itoyer and Sr. Susie ltoyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 11423 N. 2nd SI., In charge of Barbara
Ilita and workers. Hell l'hone, Cartield 6 4 3 1 .
San Francisco Mission, 473 (Juerrcro St., in diarge of Maggie
IS. Sollenbergcr awl workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Wellaml Mission, 36 HIizabeth St., Welland, Out., In charge
of liishoii .Innaihiui Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, In diarge of Kid. anil Sr. I). HI. Jennings,
SylvHius, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, In charge of Elder II. P. llelsey and
wife, (lladwin, Midi., Star Itoute.
Kentucky Mission Field, In diarge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, (Inrlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Waller 1).
Taylor anil wife, Tillsonbuig, Out.., It. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Oruhauage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Ilerr, Steward;
and Hisler Susie Ilerr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., hi diarge of Hr. Katie Bollinger anil workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister Mattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrlsburg, Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICE
By the General Executive Board
Referring to Art. 12 Conference Minutes
of 1932 (on page 22) under the Item Annual
Assessment. We wish to say a number of
the Districts h a v e responded promptly,
which is commendable, and those who have
not yet responded, will you kindly take this
as a reminder and we thank you.
J. T. Ginder, Treas.
Manheim, Pa.
TRAINING CLASS GRADUATION
Sunday, January 29, 1933
The graduation exercise took place at the
Mt. Rock Church, Franklin County, Pa. The
class was taught by Mrs. L. H. Wenger, 112
W. King St., Shippensburg, Pa. The class
rendered a program. The chairman for the
evening was Eld. H. O. Wenger. The program was as follows:
Congregational Song
Scripture Reading
Paul Hostetter
Prayer
Quartette
From Air Hill District
"Ghristward in the Old Testament"
Avery Musser
"The Missionary Idea in New Testament"....
Irene Hock
Recitation
Esther Thrush
Duet
By the Wenger Boys
"Missions in the Sunday School"
Walter Grove
"The Teacher's Spiritual Life"
Emma Hostetter
Recitation
Rosie Snook
Quartette
From Air Hill District
Presentation of Diplomas..A. W. Climenhaga
Offering
After the program Brother Climenhaga
gave a short sermon and explained to the

audience the nature of Bible classes in the
church community. The Air Hill District
plans to start a Bible class in the near future. Training classes and Bible classes can
be carried on in any community. For information address the Extension Department of Messiah Bible College, Grantham,
Pa. Over sixty students have already enrolled this winter in extension classes
throughout the church. This does not include those who are taking individual lessons by correspondence. The cost for this
work in your community is very low.
AIR HILL BEVIVAL
Jan. 1st was the opening date for a two
weeks revival at the above named place with
Eld. J. Lester Myers as evangelist. Bro. Myers
came filled with the Spirit and we do thank
God for the soul-stirring messages that were
delivered each evening. The meetings were very
well attended, considering that there was so
much flu and sickness in the community. The
weather was very pleasant. We are glad to report that ten souls came to the altar of prayer.
Oh, what a rejoicing when souls forsake sin
and walk in obedience to the will of God. However, we are sorry to say many rejected the offers of mercy, going on in sin, serving the
devil, the deceiver of man-kind. Our prayer
is that the seed sown by our brother may bring
a bountiful harvest, that sinners will come to
Jesus and be saved, and that we believers may
all be sanctified. May the rich blessing of God
rest upon Bro. Myers as he labors in the great
harvest field for lost souls.
•—Cor.
LANCASTER, FA. CHURCH NEWS
Revival Meeting—On Tuesday evening, Nov.
29 a series of meetings opened at the Lancaster
Church in charge of Eld. Joseph A. Vanderveer
as evangelist and continued for almost three
weeks. The interest and attendance were good.
The messages were heart-searching and very
much appreciated. A reviving spirit was manifested, a few received special help and the
church was brought closer to God.
Christmas Season.—Christmas brought much
joy and happiness when a number of provisions
were brought in by the members and distributed to the homes of the needy, giving them a
nice Christmas dinner. Some said if it would
not have been for these gifts they would not
have had any thing special for Christmas dinner. The provisions were all arranged in boxes and baskets and placed on a large open
truck ready for distribution. It certainly showed the spirit of helping others in a material
way. We hope the Lord will bless all who
helped to make this possible.
Sunday School—Our Sunday School was reorganized on Sunday, December 3d and resulted in a few changes. The average attendance
for the year was 123. A monthly teachers'
meeting is held to discuss questions relative to
the Sunday School and also to engage in Bible
study.
We are looking forward for a prosperous
year in the Lord's work through the Sunday
School, Young Peoples Meeting, Preaching
Service and the Prayer Meeting.
—Cor.
PHILADELPHIA MISSION
To the Visitor family:
Greetings.
We are indeed glad for the precious name of
Jesus. It means all to the world since he is
our only medium of salvation.
Another year has gone on record. We know
that God keeps the books. We can readily
say amen to all he does, for what he does is
well done.
The Lord has been very gracious, and has
wonderfully supplied the need of the mission.
Not only in a temporal way, but in every way.
My God shall supply all our need as in Phil.
4:19.
Conditions have not changed as yet. There
are manv needy ones that are still coming for
help. Praise the Lord for supplying every
need. The services are increasing in number
and interest, for which we praise the Lord.
We pray t h a t many souls, t h a t are still
away from God, will be drawn to Him. Will
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you help us pray? Thanking you all for past
favors and blessings.
Financial Nov., D e c , 1932
Receipts
Balance on hand Nov. 1, 1932
$18.59
Mr. Fortunate Tufany
1 00
Mr. Paul Ellinger
5 00
Sr. Ella Brandt
5.00
Bro. J. Elwood Hershey
12.00
Sr. Frances Myers
•_
3.00
Sr. Clara Stoner
1 00
Sr. Sarah Gullette
2^00
A friend of missions
5.00
A friend, Grantham, Pa
.50
Sr. Verda Moyer
2.00
Mrs. Wm. Lindeman
45
Bro. and Sr. E. H. Wenger
5.00
Sr. Martha Bender
1.00
Sr Lottie Martin
5.00
Bro. J. Elwood Hershey
12.00
Mission offerings
27.74
Total
$106.28
Expenditures
Provisions
$41.69
Coal, gas
25.12
Mission furnishings, repairs
34.26
Total expenditures
$101.07
Balance in Treasury, Jan. 1, 1933
$ 5.21
Other donations by Kurtz sisters, Verda
Moyer and mother Alma Calder, Eld. C. H
Moyer, Katie Moyer, Janet Renwick, Hilda
Webel, Mrs. Koch, Rebecca Schock, fruit, vegetables from Grantham District, Mrs. Hazzard,
clothing, Needle Guild of America, Harleysville,
111 garments, France Myers, Edna Lehman.
Needy Fund
Balance on hand Nov. 1, 1932
$31.07
Mrs. Roy Morrison
10.00
Bro. Charles Stover
1.00
Mrs. Carter
l.fjo
Sr. Verda Moyer
2.00
Sr. Naomi Brubaker
4.00
Sr. Mary Hoffman, Grantham
2.00
Mission offerings
12.83
Total offerings, etc
$63.90
Other donations, A bro. 1 ton flour, large donation Rapho Dist.
Expenditures
Provisions
$23.16
Euel
20.56
Total
$43.72
Balance in Treasury Jan. 1, 1933
$20.18
Yours in the Master's service,
Barbara E. Hitz and Mary E. Sentz.
A TESTIMONY FROM WALSINGHAM
ONTARIO
"Bless the Lord, O my soul: and all that is
within me, bless His holy name."
I want to magnify the preicous name of J e sus, by way of testimony. God has been very
merciful to me in sparing my life and saving
my soul at the age of eighty-seven years.
I have lived away from the Lord all my
life. In my boyhood days I made an attempt
to seek the Lord, but never went to the bottom and got an experience. I soon drifted far
away. But the Lord never forgot me, but
was good enough to spare my life until He
could find a way to my heart.
I live about three miles from the little, new
church in Walsingham, t h a t the Brethren in
Christ built over a year ago. When I heard
about the meetings, and my sons getting saved,
I used to walk over and enjoy listening to the
services. I always felt better after being
there. Then last summer the tent meetings
were a little closer and I went quite often.
There God cultivated a little plant in my heart.
As I walked to services two spirits whispered
to me; the right Spirit told me to seek the
Lord. The evil spirit said people would laugh
at me and I couldn't do it. I made up my
mind I would listen to the Spirit of the Lord;
but the powers of darkness were hard against
me. No one knew how I felt, for I lived there
in my little cabin all alone. The dark hours
had surely come for me.
As I lay on my bed at night, an awful conflict seemed to take place in my soul. I had
to get up and walk the floor, and some times
go out side for relief, I actually was afraid.
Something would say, "Pray, pray", but I felt
as if I couldn't pray.
This experience occurred several nights.
So at last I got down and called on the Lord
the best I Could, telling Him I must have help.
I prayed quite a long time and could feel
the Lord gradually coming nearer. Finally I
became so light and felt so good, I began
praising the Lord, for it became so real to me.
I have lived here four years alone, but I'm
not here alone any more. God has come to
stay with me, and we love each other. "We
talk together and enjoy sweet communion.
I have never been able to read, but I'm getting my schooling now, for the Spirit is with
me and teaches me. I ask Him questions and
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He answers me. I never again want to do
anything that is wrong, and I would like to
live a little longer yet to work for Jesus. 1
find lots to do. My children aren't all saved,
and I want to tell about this wonderful salvation to all who come to see me. I was sick
of the old life, but I am happy since I have
been made a new creature. Praise God for
His goodness to me.
Edward Long.
REVIVAL AT MASTERSONVILLE, PA.
An evangelistic campaign was opened at the
Mastersonville Church on Saturday evening,
January 7th with good Interest and a well
filled house each night. The weather beingfavorable made in it possible for many of the
neighbors to walk to the services. Otherwise
they could not have attended. Some of them
walked two and three miles without missingone service.
Eld. Wm. Asper from Shippensburg, Pa.,
who brought the messages each evening, came
with power, and meekly, declared the unbiased truth so that the hearts of the people
were stirred, the saints were encouraged, and
sinners were made to cry out for mercy.
Twelve souls confessed their need of a Saviour and were graciously saved, testifying to
the pardoning of their sins, some of those in
this number were children as young as nine
years, one man now hoary and of mature age
was saved in these efforts, also a middle-aged
woman. These are scenes that we do not so
often witness in these dark days, but we are
glad the blood of Christ is efficacious to save
the old as well. We praise Him. We know
that only eternity can reveal the success of
this campaign.
We pray that this meetings' good may live
long in the hearts of all who attended and be
fruitful to eternal life.
We pray God's blessing upon our dear Bro.
Asper and may he continue to allow himself
to be used as a channel through whom many
more souls may be encouraged and gathered
for the garner above.
—Monroe S. Dourte, Cor.
TESTIMONY' JROM GOKMLEY, ONT.
Dear readers:
For some time I have felt it my duty to
write a few lines of encouragement to the
readers of the "Visitor". I am always glad
when the "Visitor" arrives. It is truly a welcome visitor and we so much appreciate the
articles by our many able writers in the
church. I often wonder what would happen if
the writers were all like me, but even though
I cannot write anything worth while, I do enjoy the writing of others and above all I am
glad that I can speak the language of a saved
soul.
I have been redeemed by the precious blood
of Jesus and this brings joy and delight to my
heart. I love to meet with God's children and
enjoy the fellowship of saints. It is my prayer that I may ever be kept at my very best for
God, and it is also my constant prayer and desire that the Lord may bless those who are
out in evangelistic work and are laboring for
precious souls. Let us watch and pray, and
continue to look for His appearing, for it will
be a glorious morning that shall dawn for
His children when He comes. L e t
us
live a little closer to Jesus, talk a little more
for Him, do more personal work, and we will
not be bothered so much by the enemy.
May you all enjoy the blessings of the Lord
this year is my prayer.
James C. Doust.
A TESTIMONY
"Alone with God; what blest retreat!" Howquiet everything is. I am alone and yet conscious that I am not alone, for the Word of
God says that "The angel of the Lord encarnpeth round above those who fear .him."
Even though we are alone in our quiet rooms,
we can thank God for His goodness and mercy
which endureth forever. My mind has been
occupied so much with the thought of Christ's
birth and then too, of His death on Calvary
where He paid the price of our redemption
and became God's love gift to the world. Truly,
we are purchased by the precious blood of
Christ. I want to exclaim with David, "Bless
the Lord, O my soul: and all that is within me.
bless his holy name."
When the disciples came to the tomb of Jesus, they found Him gone; His grave clothes
were left behind. He had no need of them
for He had been quickened and left the tomb:
'so when we are brought out of trespasses and
sins and quickened by the Holy Spirit, we also -will leave our grave clothes behind.
What an encouraging thought it is to knowthat when Jesus ascended to the Father's right
hand. He began His work of intercession for
us. Heaven is the place where Jesus dwells
and pleads His flowing blood as He looks on the
weakest of His saints just as if to say, "Fath-
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er, they are mine and I paid the price. See my
hands, my feet, my brow, and my pierced
side." Oh. who would not tune his heart upon
the highest note with songs of everlasting
peace?
We wish all the readers of the "Visitor"
the blessing of the Lord throughout the coming year.
One of God's little ones,
Frances Heise, Stayner, Ont.
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BETHEI MISSION
Sylvatus, Va.
Dear Brethren and Sisters:
Greetings in the precious name of Jesus.
In spite of the fact that it is more difficult
to accomplish much in meetings during the
winter season, the Lord gave us good services
during Christmas with the Sunday schools.
Bro. Carlie Cox has a large S. S. at Mitchel's
Cross Roads, where they had a nice program.
Other good programs were also had in connecCHICAGO MISSiON
tion with the work in Pulaski Co. and Bethel.
The nice presents sent for the Bethel S. S. by
6039 Halsted St.,
Buffalo
sisters, Sr. Fannie Stauffer, and a
January 15, 1933
Brother of Pa., were much appreciated and
Dear friends:
enjoyed by the recipients.
AS we suDmit our report for the past four
During the past month we were called upon
muntns we desire to thanK everyone WHO nas
to assist in two funerals. One of them (those
so Kindly and UDerally provided for our needs
who
have been here will remember, no doubt),
in tins time of depression.
we are oniy
Mrs. Shockley, an old lady near Bethel, passed
stewards and servants and desire to prove
away
at the age of eighty-five years. On Jan.
laitiirui to our trust. Tnrougn tne kindness
27th we were asked to help in connection with
of friends at Morrison and Nappanee, md., we
a
Primitive
Baptist funeral that was in charge
were able to feed a number at our love least
•occasion. Two days previously two souls, a of a very old minister of that denomination. I
greatly
enjoyed
my association with him in
young man and woman followed tne Lord in
this service. I want to pass on a remark he
Daptism. Our attendance and interest nas
made
to
me
in
regard
to predestination bebeen good. 199 were in Sunday school last
lieved in by many of his people. He said, "If
Sunday.
that doctrine be true, it takes the devil's job
At present Bro. J. H. Byer who has been
away from him". The funeral was one of the
here since Thanksgiving is engaged in special
saddest, it seemed, that we have had in our
meeting, this being the third weeK. We feel
neighborhood. One of the neighbor boys had
tne Lord is wonting in a real way, a number
just been married a month when his youngseeking the Lord last Sunday nigra, especially
bride was taken with an abscess which reyoung people. We ask your prayers for these
sulted in blood poisoning in a very short time
special meetings. Bisn. M. G. Engle was witn
which resulted in a very painful death. Nearly
us in December for one Sunday. His mesthirty of us neighbors offered our blood for a
sages are fragrant in our memory. We feel
transfusion but not one could be found that
tne Lord is blessing- the wont among tne chilthey would risk at the hospital. We were
dren on Wednesdays and Friday nignts. it is
very thankful that she did much praying and
an inspiration to near them sing, one womleft assurance that her soul was saved.
an told us early one morning about two blocks
from here, sne heard a cniid's voice singing
During early December an extraordinary inon the street "I have the peace tnat passetn | cident occurred here at Bethel, which did not
understanding deep down in my heart". The ' seem to be very much in line with helpingchild did not know she was cheering the heart
mission work. We had a nice flock of Barred
of this woman.
Rock hens that we used for our persona] needs.
Some time after midnight some party came
Sr. Emma Crider of Detroit, Kans., came to along
and claimed them. We never again
us last September as a worker and we have
heard
of the chickens nor the claimant. We
greatly appreciated her help. Again we thank
lost
about
ninety hens, and you may knoweveryone and covet your prayers for us.
that we have keenly felt this loss.
There is much sickness here. We could not
Financial Report for Pour Months endinghold the last two services scheduled for PuJanuary 15th, 1933
laski county because of flu and measles.
October Receipts—Balance on hand $43.42;
We have been very glad that the state of
Church at Franklin Corners, 111., $6.69; Eunice
Virginia has given us till April 1st to obtain
Deter, $10; A brother, $2; William Leach, Chi- pur
new car license inasmuch as our treasurycago, $2; Reuben Wingerl, Ontario, Cal., $15;
lias been empty—no unusual situation in these
Hannah McWilliams, Ontaria, Cal., $1; Sr.
times,
but thank God we who have hope in JeHeise, Upland, Cal., $2.50; A Bro., Elizabethsus are not discouraged; for we look for a
town, Pa. $5; S. E. O., $10. Total, $97.61.
Kingdom that will never know depressions or
November Receipts—In His Name, $3; S E.
reverses, Hallelujah!
O., $7.89; In His Name, $10; In His Name, $5;
We wish again to thank all who have stood
M. B., $3.30; In His Name, $5; J. H. Eshelman,
by
us with means and prayers. God bless you.
Sedgwick, Kans., $10.
Keep praying for us. We trust that this will
December Receipts—In His Name, $5; In His be a good year for the Lord's work at Bethel.
Kindly pray to that end.
Name, $5; Jos. Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans.,
$10; Ida Hickerson, Sedgwick, Kans., $5; In
Pinancial Report
His Name, $1; Indiana Young People, ThanksDecember Offerings—Mabel Sider, $5.00; Mrs.
giving offering, $8; Mission Congregation
Emmet
d
i
n
g
e
r
, $3.00; A Sister, $.50; ValleyTnanksgiving Offering, $15; M. G. Engle, Abi- Chapel S. S., $5.25.
Total, $13.75. Clothing and
lene, Kans., $2; Valley Chapel S. S., Canton,
other
things
received
for distribution.
Ohio, $4; In His Name $1.
Expense—Groceries, repair, feed, and gas,
$17.99. Deficit from Nov., $34.73. Total defiJanuary Receipts—In His Name $15; Sr. Nelcit, $38.97.
son, Morris, 111., $5; J. E. Carlson, Chicago, $5;
January Offering's—Messiah Home S. S.,
A. D. Baker, Winnipeg, $2; Offering Box $5; Sr.
$10.84; Elizabeth Wenger, $3.00. Total, $13.84.
McNeal, Chambersburg, Pa., $5; H. L. Trump,
Box of supplies, Sr. Fannie Saunders.
Polo, 111., $5; H. H. Mann, Dayton, O., $1; J.
H. Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans., $5. Total for
Expense—Groceries and car, $8.06. Deficit
four months, $245.80.
Feb. 1st., $33.19. Pray the Lord to help
us
meet
this.
Expenses — Table, household and repairs
Yours in the Master's service,
$133.11; gas, $26.75; electricity, $38.86. Total
$47.08. Balance on hand $198.72.
Denny and Marie Jennings.
Donations for needy—Sr. Stevenson, Chicago,
$5; Sr. Reeter, Dakota, 111., $5; H. L. Trump,
"Shut thy door" is part of Christ's inPolo, 111., $10; J. E. Carlson, Chicago, $5; C. S.
Derrick, Detroit, Kans., $5; Sunshine Band by structions concerning private prayer. The
Pearl Brehm, Harrisburg, Pa., $5. Total, $30. world shut out, and the saint shut in, alone
Paid our for provisions, fuel and clothing,
$34.81.
with God. The secret communion of the
Fuel Pund Offerings—Primary Dept. Sunday- closet prayer is not for the curious eye and
School $26.00; H. L. Trump, Polo, 111.. $5; S. S.
and S. E. Offering, Chicago, $27.15; J E. Carl- ear of the outside world. Therefore, this
son, Chicago, $10; F. Stevenson, Chicago, $5;
Sr. Stevenson, Chicago, $10; Young Ladies Sun- phase of prayer must be experimentally
day School Class, Chicago, $25. Total $108.15. learned by each individual who would
Paid out for fuel, $135.15.
Donations of Provisions—Brethren of Nap- know the mysteries of intimate fellowship
panee, Ind., hauled by Bro. Charles Collins, with God. W h e n the door actually closes
potatoes, cabbage, carrots, and other vegetables. Love feast donations from Indiana to the world, the windows open towards
friends, fruit, chicken, etc.; Morrison, 111.
friends, chickens, butter; Sr. Garwick, Coleta, Heaven. It is a very Bethel. The discords
111., butter; From Mrs. McClellan, Middletown, of earth are hushed in the harmonies of
O., a box containing such things as would
make a Christmas dinner; Sr. Mary Hess, Pa., Heaven.—Selected.
chicken; Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Richter, Holyrood, Kans., goose, Sr. Wagner, Garrett, Ind.,
meat; James Stump, Nappanee, Ind., potatoes;
It is a pity that Christ Himself should
Chas. Kiesling, Chicago, bread and cake.
not rather be my heart's choice, than
In His glad service,
Christ's mainfested love.—Rutherford.
Carl J. Carlson.
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.
MISSIONARIES AGAIN SAFE ON
THE FIELD
A few lines in private letters from Bro.
and Sr. H. L. Brubaker and Sr. Effie Rohrer
tell us of the safe arrival on the field of the
various groups of missionaries who have
gone to both Africa and India during the
past few months. We feel to praise our
heavenly Father that these dear ones were
permitted a safe voyage and have again
taken up their work on these various fields
with a good degree of health and the assurance that He who called them, was also
with them in spirit and in power to enable
them to go forth, accomplishing their daily
tasks with victory.

India News Notes
By K. L. Engle
f

E are now enjoying the winter season with its cool nights and pleasant days. Most everyone seems to have
more ambition for their daily tasks these
days than in the hot season.
The farmers are cutting the winter crop
of rice and those who have river^bottom
land are reaping a good crop but those who
have their rice planted on higher land are
getting a very poor harvest. The rainfall
this year was below normal, thus the crops
suffered.
Both stations have very good gardens
this year and are at present yielding lettuce,
carrots, beans, onions, turnips, beets, peppers, and greens. The tomatoes, cabbages,
celery and peas are not ready to use yet.
Some of the Indians will not eat tomatoes
for they say they cause them to have colds.
Saur, a village about eight miles east of
Saharsa and with which the Mission has
had close contact, is having an outbreak of
malaria. Bro. Dick recently made several
trips over there. The first was to investigate conditions and the second to give out
quinine. Sr. Dick and her Bible woman,
Ruth Henri accompanied Bro. Dick on the
last trip and had opportunities of telling the
Gospel story. N o w again Bro. Dick and

MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, Elder
Roy Mann, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eslielman, Miss Anna
Wolgemuth, Eld. and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission,
Bulawayo, Bo. Rhodesia, Soush Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Eldei and Mrs. \Y. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brennaman, Miss Lois Frey, Miss Martha
Kauffman, Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102 " M " , Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. 11. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
VIr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.

SIKALONGO
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I . Cullen, and Mr. and Mrs. Darid B.
Hall, Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N.
Rhodesia, South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, U. N. W. Ky., Uist. Rhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle. Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul. IS. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur. India. Elder and Mrs.
G. E. l'aulus, Miss B. Ella Cayman, Miss Effie Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Ruth B. Foote, Lower Clapton, Road.
London, England.

Clapton E. 5,

Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

You have expected that the Convention
Bro. Engle have gone to give out more
quinine and also to give out the W o r d of would be in December, but it was postponed because no speaker was available for
Life.
Malaria is quite common here in our dis- this time. The time has been set for the
trict. People on the compound have inter- forepart of February. Mr. Unas, an Inmittent seiges of fever and there are many dian evangelist of the Regions Beyond Miswho c6me to the dispensary for malaria . sion is expected to be the speaker. Retreatment. The missionary group are thank- ports come to us about some in our Chrisful for God's goodness in protecting them tian community who are not living pure
from contracting this fever. Sleeping under lives. M a y this series of meetings be a
mosquito nets the whole year around and time when our people will see the need of
preventing stagnant water from standing forsaking everything impure and unholy
around the bungalow help largely in keep- and letting the blood of Jesus cleanse them
from all unrighteousness. God will have
ing the malaria mosquito away.
nothing short of a church which is withMumps have been paying a visit at the out spot and wrinkle, so pray with us that
Boys' Orphanage in Supaul. A number of our Indian brethren and sisters may find
the boys have been down with them and heart purity.
it has spread to the Christian community as
well.
Bro. and Sr. George Paulus and t w o chilA little more than a week ago, little Ir- dren are booked to sail early in February.
vin Paulus developed swelling, so he, too, is W e mention it at this time so that you may
on the list of those suffering from mumps. remember them in prayer as they take up
W e trust that he will soon recover and that their journey. Little Lista, the baby, is very
his baby sister, who is only six months, will small for such a long voyage, but we believe God will keep His hand over her as
not contract them.
they journey toward the homeland.
The Christmas season is very near again.
The schools will close this week for the
The Annual Council is scheduled to sit
regular holidays. Plans are being made at at Saharsa beginning on January 4th. M a y
Saharsa to make a Christmas for poor peo- the decisions made by the missionaries at
ple about the Mission, that is, give out cloth this Council be those which are made acand grain to those in need. The Indian cording to the will of God.
Christians are expected to help in this.
Many there are about us who do not
have any cloth with which to cover these
cold nights. One missionary enquired how
the poor villagers keep warm when it is so
cold at night. The reply was given that if
one is so fortunate as to have a large cloth,
the owner doubles it for a cover; if he only
has a small cloth he uses it singly; if he
does not possess a cloth he may find an old
bag which gives a little protection against
the chilly atmosphere; if he cannot even
find a bag, then he covers with straw and
a mat; and finally if he is so poor that he
has neither of these, he simply sits huddled
up the whole night through. I wonder if
we appreciate the comforts which we have.

Supaul, India
Dec. 11, 1932
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
W h e n I last wrote, we, namely Sr. Landis
and self, were nearing Southampton, England. The ship Bremen anchored in the
English Channel so as to avoid harbor
taxes. A little 'Tender' meets the ship to
convey passengers and baggage to the
port, a journey of one hour's duration. It
was while enroute on this little Tender that
a Salvation Army Emigration Officer handed us a letter from our Sr. Foote of London, thus introducing to us the officer who
is ready to give service in regards to our
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baggage and journey in England. W e were
indeed grateful for the assistance rendered
to us. The train journey to London was
indeed a pleasant one, and after two hours
we arrived at the Waterloo Depot. After
checking our baggage in the Cloak Room,
we headed for the P. & O. Steamship Navigation Office, where we procured our tickets and needed information to complete our
journey. W e had the pleasure of spending
a few hours with our sister Ruth B. Foote,
who is in training in the Mother's Hospital
of the Salvation Army. As we w e r e
anxiously looking for the end of our journey we were glad we did not have a long
delay in London, but simply a stay of one
night. The next evening we again put to
sea.
This finds us in Tourist Class on the
Strathnaver of the P. & O. and B. 6 I. companies. W e were not booked for the same
cabin so were praying that even in this
God's will would be accomplished. Our
cabins were very far apart, but on the same
deck. Before the ship set sail, we were
both comfortably located in one cabin, as
one lady of Sr. Landis's cabin was very
much displeased with her situation and was
very pleased to exchange cabins with me,
so the same was effected.
The waters were somewhat choppy for
the first few days, but all told we must say
we had a very pleasant voyage. Our first
stop was at Gibraltar, where the ship anchored for some hours. The stop afforded
the natives opportunity to bring their wares
and produce for sale. Delicious grapes and
figs were enjoyed by many of the passengers. Our second stop of about eighteen
hours was at Marseilles, France. Most all,
by appearances, enjoyed placing their feet
on land again for a little while. Gospel
services were effected both morning and
evening of the first Sunday on the ship. Immediately after the evening service the ship
stopped for one minute and the remains
of some one's loved one was buried in the
briny deep. A Presbyterian minister, an
aged man, who had just been to London
to visit his daughter was returning to Australia, to his post of duty, but was stricken
with pneumonia and died very suddenly.
Our third stop was at Port Said, the entrance of the Suez Canal. The canal is one
hundred miles long, one hundred and eighteen feet wide and thirty-three feet deep.
The ships travel thru the canal at the rate of
five and a half miles per hour. Next we
enter the Red Sea and all have prepared for
warm weather. All ready the ships crew
come out dressed in white and some of the
woolen blankets have been taken from the
cabins and packed away. Our only stop
is Port Sudan, Egypt, except Aden,
Arabia as we enter the gulf for the Indian
Ocean. The stop at Aden came on Sunday. Nevertheless the crew must be busy
regardless the day. Many of the passengers seem to have also caught the work or
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busy spirit, as some were engaged in knit- as well as in other lands as regards what
ting, playing cards, reading, writing, chat- others do. If others do so and so, I will
ting, etc. The children were gathered to- also do likewise. W e must be like our
gether for Sunday school in the afternoon neighbor. W e can't bear to stand alone
by some of the missionaries and in the eve- like Daniel of old. A few dare to stand
ning as usual a gospel service was held.
alone for their God is mighty to save and
On the 27th day of the month we arrived keep.
at Bombay, India. A third journey completAll the baggage shipped by freight has
ed. It had been just two years and eight just arrived this last week and each mismonths less one day since I had bid fare- sion station has received its portion of
well to the place. Although that much time dried fruits, etc., of the things that were
had elapsed everything seemed quite nat- sent to the Harrisburg Home and otherwise.
ural. Probably the first thing that was deepI want to take this opportunity to. thank
ly impressed upon us was the fact of the all the donors. Needless to say the things
coolie (baggage handler). While baggage, are being enjoyed.
etc., were being lifted from the ship to the
Yours for Christ and India,
wharf for custom inspections, we got busy
M. Effie Rohrer.
inquiring about train time, connections, etc.
Indeed, before we could have time to hunt
T h e Relation of Worldliness
up our baggage, some one spotted us and
declared that he was instigator in lifting our
Now and then someone arises to inform us
baggage from the ship. Although he made that
it is the heart state that counts and
it very positive and further duties very that words spent on the dress question are
urgent so that we should quickly pay him wasted. We are told that plainness of dress
off and let him go, we did not heed his does not make one holy and that following
urgency for we wanted to see fiest the the fashions of the world does not make one
worldly.
truth of the matter. The baggage had in'But even if we grant all that is said on
deed been lifted, but who could tell, by these matters, it still remains that dress is
whom, as a number more came with out- a fine index to the mind and heart. Slothstretched hands to receive for the same fulness of spirit, coarseness of manner, fasservice. Customs passed, a taxi was neces- tidiousness of taste, and many other inner
qualities find their expression in the individsary to convey the baggage to the depot. ual's dress. In fact the dress may be said
The driver declared the right price to be to be the advertisement of what is within
three rupees. He was told that if that was the heart and mind, and if there were no
the right price it would be paid, and if not, other harm, it would not be right for a
Christian to carry a sign which says, "I love
so much would not be given. Immediately the
world and am enslaved to its fashions
upon arriving at the depot I looked for an and laws," for this is a false notice if he
official which was right at hand. W h e n the is a real Christian. It is only fair to the
taxi driver saw that I was looking for of- public that we should remove the outside
of the old life, when the newficial information, he made a big fuss in or- announcements
life has taken its place within. When the
der to make me believe I had to stay right poolroom becomes a grocery store it is
near the taxi and keep my eye very sharply proper that the sign without should be
upon my baggage or something would sure- changed and made to indicate the new busily happen to it. So he hallowed out, "Miss ness.—J. B. Chapman, D. D.
Shiab bokus deko, Miss Shiab bokus deko".
A young Christian woman on a Rock
Very furiously he kept hallowing it out. Island train was politely asked by the conIndeed, I kept my eye upon my baggage, ductor why she dressed so plainly. She inbut I also got information from the officer quired what his motive was in asking this
as t o right prices. The taxi driver was ask- question. He replied that his wife always
about the necessity of women dressing
ing twice the price. He knew he was be- talked
plain, while he did not see any reason for
ing caught in a lie, therefore he thought by doing so. The young lady looked at him
making a big fuss he might avert my mind to and said: "Why do you wear this special
let the officer pass on without getting the uniform?" He replied, "Because I serve the
information. This was only an introduction Rock Island Company, and comply with its
orders in wearing it." "So do I," was the
to the many more similar experiences I quick reply. "I have joined the Church of
would meet.
Christ, and am in the service of my Master,
whose order I must obey in my dress, acto I Tim. 2:9, where He states that
One night was spent in Bombay in order cording
women should adorn themselves in modest
to attend to business matters. After a train apparel."—Tract
journey of fifty-nine hours I arrived in Supaul, on Monday morning, and was greetWhatever
doctrine is new must be
ed with a warm welcome by all the Chris- wrong, for the old religion is the only true
tians as well as some Hindu friends.
one; and no doctrine can be right, unless it
Again somewhat settled in my old nook,
is the same "which was from the beginI am busying myself among the people. Last
Saturday while the gospel message was ning."—John Wesley.
being given, a poor old woman said, "Yes,
"How beautiful upon the mountains are
truly my religion is false, but when ten people leave it I will also d o so." Indeed, the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,
how the enemy holds souls in bondage, here that publisheth peace." Isa. 52:7.
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Sikalongo Mission
Choma, Northern Rhodesia
T o the Visitor family, greetings in Jesus's
precious name:
This finds us stationed at Sikalongo Mission and we are very happy to be here.
W e have been wanting to write to the
Visitor for some time. W e were glad for
the privilege of visiting our publishing
house as well as being in the Editor's home
and renewing acquaintance with him and
his family.
W e enjoyed our visits throughout the
brotherhood and we are thankful for the
privilege of meeting so many of our dear
brethren and sisters. W e would like to
have been able to have stopped at many
places we did not get to and to have made
longer visits at the places we did stop, but
but this was not our privilege.
W e thank God for his care and protecton all along our journey both on land
and on sea. W e feel God's hand was over
us in keeping the baby so well all the time.
W e had a very pleasant sea voyage, were
on the boat six days to England and seventeen days from England to Africa. Sister
Martha Kauffman was at the docks in
Southampton when our ship drew into
port. She was with us the remainder of
our journey.
W e landed in Africa on July 4th and we
were glad to plant our feet on the land to
which God has called us, some of us for
the first time and others of our party to
return. W e had a very dirty, dusty trip
from Cape T o w n to Bulawayo and we
were glad when it was at an end.
W e were happy to see the little party
waiting on the station platform to welcome us. Brother and Sister Frey, Brother
Steckley and Sister Brenamen were there.
After going through the necessary examinations for coming into a new country, and
looking, after customs, etc., we left Bulawayo for Matopo Mission. W e arrived
there a little before dark and were again received with a hearty welcome. The beautiful site of Matopo Mission, located in the
Matopo Hills gives one such a feeling of
rest and quietness, especially after such a
long journey.
W e had a very inspiring prayer meeting
the first night we were there. One of the
thoughts of the evening was "burning out
for God" and that is the desire of our
hearts to burn out for Him in this dark
land.
It was a great privilege to be able to
spend a short time at each of the three Mission stations before we came North. W e
enjoyed our visits with the different workers and appreciated their interest a n d
helpfulness to us as new workers.
While in the South, we attended the
love feast at Mtshabezi and Matopo, also
the farewell service for Sister Taylor at
both places. W e also visited several out-
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schools around Wanezi, Brother Hall
spending several days with Brother Frey
and Brother Mann when the former was
on one of his tours. W e witnessed our
first Native Christian wedding while at
Wanezi, some things were a bit amusing
to us but we are glad to see the young people wanting to take the Lord as a guide in
starting a home.
W e arrived at Choma ( August 18, Brother and Sister Cullen and Roy met us. After a little business in Choma, we were
soon on our way to Sikalongo Mission
which was to be our first African home. It
was a happy feeling as we received the
first glimpse of the station. The mission
site is a very pretty one, the house is on a
hill and around it are tall trees, fruit trees,
shrubs, etc. Our boxes had arrived several
days previous to our arrival and had been
brought out to the Mission. A few days
were spent in getting unpacked and settled
and it was indeed good to feel we were at
our journey's end.
I was not so well for several weeks after our arrival. I had an attack of flu at
Matopo just before coming North and
hadn't fully recovered from that but we
thank God I am feeling quite myself again.
There are many things to do at a Mission station and it was not long until we
were given our work to do. Brother Hal!
is helping to teach in the school and has the
shop work. I have the Medical work.
Many new problems present themselves
and it is a bit difficult at times to adjust ourselves, but God is helping and we thank
and praise Him for the way He undertakes
in our behalf.
Our school will soon close and we need
your prayers as we enter another term
that God may bless the boys as they return and the new ones who come. It is
our motive to have every boy know the
Lord as his personal Saviour, but some
come and go and will not heed his voice.
M a y God bless you as you stand back
of the work with your prayers.
Yours in Christian love,
Mabel E. Hall.
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Matopo Mission
Bulawayo, S. Africa
Dec. 30, 1932
Dear Friends:—
Again we send greetings to you from
Africa. A short time ago we were in' your
midst and enjoying your fellowship, but
now we are separated by many miles of
land and sea. Although this is true we
are thankful for the privilege that we all
have of meeting around one common mercy
seat.
W e do thank God for His protection and
care for us all along the way. W e can
truly say with the psalmist, "Bless the
Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his
benefits. W e were conscious that God
was leading, and we simply followed.
W e experienced rather a rough voyage.
This was to be expected on the North Atlantic at this time of the year. As our boat
approached Liverpool, we were all very
happy to think of having a few days on
land again. However, we did not realize
our hopes that day; for although our good
ship tried again and again, she was unable
to enter the harbour because of the rough
sea. All that we could do was to spend
the day cruising about in the Irish Sea until twenty-four hours later, and then the
waters became calmer and we could land.
It was necessary for us to spend a few
days in England, waiting for our date of
sailing. W e obtained a room at a Missionary Rest Home in London, where the rates
are very reasonable. Here we met a number of missionaries, some of whom could
look back over long years spent in the
work; others were going forth to their Mission Field for the first time. W e were also
glad for the privilege of spending a few
hours with Sister Foote. It was very interesting to hear about her work and her
various experiences.
Our fellow-passengers on the South
Atlantic were very congenial. There was
not as much gambling and drinking as is
sometimes seen on the boat, and Sunday
was observed as the Lord's day by many of
the passengers.

In a Moment
I Cor. 15:52
Quite suddenly—it may be at the turning' of a lane,
Where I stand to watch a skylark soar from out the swelling grain,
That the trump of God shall thrill me, with its call so loud and clear,
And I'm called away to meet Him, Whom of all I hold most dear.
Quite suddenly—it may he in His house I hend my knee,
When the kingly Voice, long hoped for, comes at last to summon me.
And the fellowship of earth-life that has seemed so passing sweet,
Proves nothing hut the shadow of our meeting round His feet.
Quite suddenly—it may he as I tread the husy street,
Strong to endure life's stress and strain, its every call to meet,
That through the roar of traffic, a trumpet, silvery clear,
Shall stir my startled senses and proclaim His coming near.
Quite suddenly—it may he as I lie in dreamless sleep,
God's gift to many a sorrowing heart, with no more tears to weep
That a call shall hreak my slumber and a Voice sound in my ear;
"Rise up, my love, and come away, behold the Bridegroom's here."
—Selected.

—
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It seemed rather strange to find green
trees and flowers in Cape T o w n so shortly
after leaving the cold, damp climate of
England.
The train journey from Cape
T o w n to Bulawayo was not quite so dusty
as sometimes because there had been rain
at some places along the way.
About twenty-four miles from Bulawayo
the brakes were suddenly applied and it
was found that the tender had left the track
because of a broken tire on one wheel. It
was rather disappointing to have this delay when we were so near our destination,
yet w e did not mind it so much, as we were
very thankful to have escaped what might
easily have been a very serious wreck.
Had we been travelling in America the delay might not have been so long; but in
Africa everything moves more slowly, and
it was three hours before the wrecking
crew arrived and eight hours before the
train was repaired. However, we did not
have to wait all this time. Our dear missionaries, who had been waiting for us in
Bulawayo, came out and took us to town
by car. Needless t o say we were very
much rejoiced to see them.
It is now a little over a week since we
are here and our days have been very full
visiting with the missionaries and natives
and making future plans. W e desire your
prayers that as we enter on another term of
service we may be used as the Lord sees
best.
Yours in His service,
Grace Brubaker.

The Oxford Group Movement
(Continued from page 51)
them, requesting that they pray over their
testimony as he expected to pray over his
preaching. And he remarked that then things
began to move again right away. Let preachers break through in this regard and learn a
lesson from the Oxford Group, and then they
will have some reason to be grateful for the"
coming of these men.
We have dealt with the good points of this
Movement, the blessing that could come from
the Morning Watch, the blessing that will
come from personal work, and the blessing of
Witnessing in public or private. And now, having shown, too, the dangers at those points, we
charge home to them in conclusion three things
that will indicate why some of us, when the
Oxford Movement began to pipe in our midst,
did not dance to their music.
We will use a simple alliteration to bring
home our three points. First, its Worldliness.
If Christ the Crucified ever comes into our life
we shall find that the Cross He brings will
crucify us unto the world. The Oxford Group
Movement follows the fashions, the foibles and
follies of the world. At their opening meeting
the dress and the undress of the world was
clearly in evidence and that not upon the visitors and the guests, but on the part of those
who were supposed to be with the Movement.
Secondly, the Weathly Class Appeal. Its
leader has definitely announced that while not
ignoring the "down-and-out", they are after the
"up-and-outs". We do not say that the wealthy
do not need the Gospel. They do. Our Lord
dealt tenderly with the rich. He took no communistic attitude toward them, although one
of the Movement leaders, formerly a communist leader, again and again stated that he had
not broken with communism, that he was a
Christian Communist.
"When John, sent to Christ the word of enquiry, "Art thou He that should come, or look
we for another?", Christ turned to the messengers and bade them tell John the things
that they saw, His works of mercy, and then
added as the final touch to His credentials.
"Tell John that to the poor the Gospel is
preached." Then He fdllowed with questions
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as to what they thought of John. He asked,
"What went ye out into the wilderness to see?
A man clothed in soft raiment? They that
wear soft raiment dwell in kings, houses." The
Church cannot endorse the Oxford Group
Movement as such until they renounce class
appeal, and go forth with the Gospel, the saving message to all, rich and poor alike.
Third, Its Weak Foundations. After all
these years no one in the Movement knows
what the Movement believes. It has no anchorage. No one knows whether they believe
in a fully inspired Bible or not. The fact
that in this city the outstanding Modernist
received them with acclaim is significant. The
fact that they are welcomed in the Unitarian
pulpits surely is not without bearing upon
this discussion. And the Unitarian preachers commend it. The Movement steadily
avoided all commitments on the great foundations of the Church. It is not a question
of merely using different terms. It goes
deeper than that. The great doctrines of the
Faith are avoided. The wonderful truth s of
Redemption are evaded. We read through
their book "For Sinners Only" twice. We
found that not once in its more than three
hundred pages was the Lord Jesus ever referred to as the Saviour. Nor was He presented in any of the transactions with the
souls of men in His redeeming capacity. Never
do they point a sinner to the Cross of Calvary and stress the great truth that "He was
made sin for us. Who knew no sin, that we
might be made the righteousness of God in
Him." They refer sometimes to the Cross.
There are men and women in the Movement
who had their training elsewhere who occasionally introduce a reference to Calvary, but
the Movement as such have a garlanded Cross
—they really have no sacrifice for sin. They
are coming by another way into "changed"
lives, and because they have no sacrifice, they
have no song. They referred flippantly in the
opening meetings here to the "Evangelism
with a song". We are told in the Old Testament that it was when the burnt offering was
offered that the song of the Lord began. While
in the churches where they bore testimony the
usual hymns were introduced, in their own
gatherings the song is largely absent. One
never hears them singing:
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DEPRESSION
By Sr. S. McTaggart
They call it depression and so it may be,
And the cause of it all is quite clear to see.
The world has forgotten the Almighty God
'Tis few that take heed to his sacred word.
The world rushes on at a terrible rate,
Regardless of what soon may be their fate.
Some rush in fierce anger, some in foolish
mirth,
They rush madly on to an untimely death.
Some rush for pleasure, some rush for greed,
No matter what way, if he only succeeds.
Its plunder and murder for life seems so cheap;
They don't stop to think, what they sow they
shall reap.
The Lord's day neglected, they rush to their
play:
They dance and they frolic, forgetting to pray.
While their dear loving Saviour from heaven
looks down
On a sin stricken world with a pitiful frown.
He says, "Careless prodigal, why will you die?
In your Father's house is an ample supply,
I love the poor sinner for such have I died.
'Tis for a lost world I was crucified."
Depression! depression! it surely has come
To awaken the world of its eternal doom.
If they heed not the warning, sad indeed is
their fate,
When the sentence is given, "Too late! too
late!"
Box 78, Stayner, Ont.

Some of us have always wondered why
tobacco grew and we are sure that the
Creator had a purpose other than that to
which the weed has been put by that cont r a r y and obstinate animal called "man".
An agricultural experiment station in Connecticut finally gives us the reason and
says that the fully matured weed of tobacco
contains little if any nicotine and t h a t it
is an excellent food for animals.

A HOUGHTON TESTIMONY
Dear readers of the Visitor:—
Greetings in Jesus's precious name. "Bless
the Lord, O my soul: and all that is within
me, bless his holy name."
Nearly three years ago I gave my heart to
the Lord in a Free Methodist meeting, while
visiting at my parent's home.
In our church home, the minister preached
a "once in grace, always in grace" belief. I
tried to believe it, and consequently lived a
very up and down Christian life.
The Brethren in Christ people started tent
meetings in our neighborhood, and I attended.
The testimonies of the saints made me hungry,
and I told myself if they really had the kind
of salvation they told about, it was just what
I wanted.
At the time of the tent meetings many souls
were won for Jesus, and the need of a church
was seen. A church was erected in Walsingham, and a minister put in charge. He also
held services Sunday evenings in "The Tabernacle" or my home church which I attended. I
became curious about the prayer covering, and
asked the Brethren in Christ minister about it.
He explained it to me. A new night began to
break, and I started praying for the true light
upon this thing.
The Lord answers prayer, and He answered
mine, and also told me that I must join these
people. For two weeks I battled that conviction, not knowing the Lord's will for me. I
read my Bible and prayed constantly to know
His will, and He led me to the light. I joined
the Brethren in Christ Church, Sept. 4, 1932.
I had been married with a wedding ring, and
at the time of my joining the church and being
baptized, I was still wearing it. On October
12th I sought sanctification and the Lord told
me to take off my wedding ring.
At this time my husband was still unsaved
but I knew he was under deep conviction. I
asked the Lord to let me wear t h a t ring a
while longer, until my husband was saved, but
the Lord's ways are not our ways. I praise
Him for it. Not long: after this I was praying
for my husband while at my work and the
Lord asked me if I expected Hiw to do things
for me when I wouldn't do as he asked me.
Again He said, "Take off your wedding ring,"
and praise the Lord, it came off immediately.
That night as we were retiring, at my request my husband knelt, asked forgiveness,
and received the witness of sins forgiven.
Praise the Lord! Obedience is better than
sacrifice.
To-dav we both belong to the Brethren in
Christ Church, but best of all, the Lord abideth
within.
We have both been sanctified and cannot
praise the Master enough for forgiving our
sins and planting our feet on the solid rock.
To-day we can truthfully say, "The Lord
is our Shepherd."
Tour brother and sister in Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Williams.

Live by the day; you will h#ve daily
trials, and strength accordingly^—Selected.

The wind of pride is the life and soul of
error; it is the element in which it moves
and breathes.—William Jenkyn.

"There is a fountain filled with "blood
Drawn from Immanuel's veins;
And sinners plunged beneath that flood
l o s e all their guilty stains!"
Nor does one hear them in testimony uttering such expressions a s :
"E'er since "by faith I saw the stream
His flowing- wounds supply,
Redeeming love has been my theme,
And shall be till I die."
There is more Gospel in that old hymn than in
all the large volume written "For Sinners
Only."
Lest it be thought that we are not fairly
iudging the Movement, we may say that we
have read the whole of their official literature
carefully. We have sought in every way to
get into touch with the actual workings here
and elsewhere. In the last statement we have
made our observation is borne out by one who
claims that for over three years he was actively associated with the Movement, taking part
in their house-parties, knowing all their leaders, and yet he says this, "In all the meetings
of the Groups I have ever attended or heard
about, there has never been any mention of
the blood of Christ in its expiatory character."
It is a mixed Movement. I t s best features
are all in exercise in every living Church. I t s
weaknesses can well be left to the Movement.
AGE-LONG QUESTION
ANSWERED

FINALLY

February 13, 1933
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 63
MISSION WORK IN PHILIPPI
Topic for March 12, 1933
Lesson Scope Acts 16:6-40
I. The Call to the Field. Acts 16:6-9.
1. By negative directions.
2. By positive leadings.
Combining this circumstance with other
teachings of God's Word, should we wait for
definite leadings or enter upon the work, because the Bible teaches "GO"?
II. The Worker's Response. Acts 16:10-12.
Three key phrases.
1. Immediately.
2. Assuredly.
3. Strait Course.
If II Cor. 6:1 is our position as Christians,
what application have these phrases to our
everyday life.
III. Converts on the New Field.
1. A woman.
2. A girl.
3. Prison keeper and his household.
4. Brethren.
The Gospel is for all mankind, note the
classes represented by these characters.
IV. Opposition to the Work.
1. Cause—"gains gone".
2. False accusations.
3. Punishments.
V. The Reaction on Men of God.
1. Pray and Sing.
2. Comfort the oppressor.
3. Preach Christ.
Is there a lack, if another spirit but this,
manifests itself in the life of a believer
under persecution. If so what is it ?
Additional—The preparation and reading
of an essay on the work of our church in
Kentucky by some one would be both benericial and instructive. Reports in various
issues of the Handbook of Missions, and the
Evangelical Visitor together with other current information would furnish sufficient
material for this.
For the Children—The jailor asked the
missionaries in verse 30, "What must I do to
be saved ? " Have each of the children write
a paragraph, telling in their own words,
what instructions they would have given in
answer to this question, if asked by someone who did not know.
No. 64
HOW MAY I KNOW IF A THING IS
RIGHT OR WRONG?
Topic for March 19, 1933
Suggestive Scripture Reading, Psa. 15.
I.

How Did Israel Know (Nationally)?
1. By inquiring of God through Urim.
Num. 27:18-23; Judges 1:1.
2. By reading the book of Moses. Neh. 13.
3. By waiting on God to answer. Num.
15:32; Deut. 17:8-12.
II. How Did Individuals Know During Old
Testament Times?
1. By inquiring of the prophet. I Sam. 9:9.
2. By inquiring through priests. I Sam.
22:10.
3. By inquiring individually.
I Sam.
23:2-4.
4. David inquires for Israel's sake. II Sam.
21:1.

(15)
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How Did People Know, When t h e
Word Gave No Specific Instructions for
that Particular Condition?
1. The Word says, I will instruct thee and
teach thee in the way which thou shalt
go: I will guide thee with Mine eye.
Psa. 32:8.
2. Abram, in Genesis 13:7, said to Lot,
"Let there be no strife". Was this not
a result of living in touch with God,
instead of a direct command?
3. Daniel—Did he measure his problems
concerning meats, likewise his prayer
life, by the principles contained in the
•teachings of the Word or by some direct
command of God?
IV. How may I know?
1. By the teachings of the Word. Titus 2.
2. By the guidance of the Spirit. Jno.
16:13.
3. By measuring the deed according to the
motive prompting it. Illustrated in
Matt. 6:1-4.
4. By answering the question, "Is it expedient?" I Cor. 6:12 with I Cor. 8:9-13.
5. By measuring it according to the standard of I Cor. 10:31.
6. Will it edify others? Rom. 14:19.
For Discussion and Enlightenment—
1. What four voices do we need to learn
to distinguish between? G - - I Samuel 3:4;
Con
John 8:9; Se - - Luke 12:1719; Sa
Matt. 4:4, 6, 9.
2. What are some characteristics of each ?
3. Under what conditions is one's conscience a faithful helper in determining what
is right or wrong?
For the Children—Have the children state
a number of the problems they have faced
at school or in the family, or that they have
seen others face. Then teach them how to
make proper choices under similar conditions.
SPECIAL NOTICE CONCERNING YOUNG
PEOPLE'S MEETING TOPICS
These will continue to be published in
each number of the Evangelical Visitor
which seems to be about the best medium to
get these topics before our people. We
suggest, however, that you at once order
the number of these topics you will need
for each Sunday of this year.
The
prepaid price to your address is in lots of
less than 10, 15c per copy of 52 outlines;
10 or more to one address, 10c per copy of
52 outlines. Remittance should accompany
these orders.
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

Special Offer on Calendars
A great ministry awaits those who will
take time and invest a small amount in
Scripture Text calendars and place them in
your local county jails or other similar institutions. We have a few copies left and
while they last, we will send them out at
$1.00 per dozen to those who wish to use
them for this purpose. If you are desirous
of doing some real lasting missionary work,
send for several dozen of these calendars
and distribute them as indicated above.
Order of

E. V. Publishing House
NAPPANEE, INDIANA
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The Depression
By F. A.

Vaniman

Q O M E people say it could not be worse,
^ but really have you ever had an experience that could not be worse? There
are but .few people, if any, in the United
States who are starving. You know in
China every time they have a famine or a
flood they starve by the thousands. In
Russia to-day if you have any religion you
must keep it to yourself or your life will
be in danger. How would you like to have
your home and your family and your religion all taken away from you? Could it
be worse? Our land is flowing with "milk
and honey," we have our homes and our
churches, we are permitted to worship God
without fear of being molested. Let us
not lose our religion or character or morals
because we lose financially. W e can take
character and religion with us when we
depart this life, but these earthly comforts
must be left behind. Could it be worse?
Yes, a thousand times worse. Let us quit
complaining and count our blessings. The
children of Israel made small progress
while they complained, and that is why
the Lord had to keep them in the wilderness for forty years. H ow long must we
stay in the 'wilderness before we can see
the beauty of living in a land of sunshine
and plenty? It is debts, debts that we can
not pay that is holding us down. Let us
resolve never again to go into debt beyond what we know we can pay. Let us
be thankful we do not live in a land where
they put people in prison for not being able
to pay their debts. It is hard, but we are
learning a lot from this depression. Will
it get us or will we overcome it? He who
overcomes shall walk in glory. Be not
overcome of evil, but overcome evil with
good. If we keep faith and quit "speculating," this depression will help us build
character. Can you not see already that it
is bringing us to God? W h a t is money,
what is wealth, compared to character and
religion? Let us be honest, let us be true,
come what 'will. Trust God, work hard
and keep faith, and all will be well.
McPherson, Kans.

Sel. by H. S. S.

When we say, "Lord, bring us near to
Thyself," we pray for many things, which,
when they come, will be bitter to our taste.
At such times it is well to remember our
Forerunner. He asked to be glorified; but
before Heaven was opened to Him and He
was received therein He had to pass
through the garden of Gethsemane and on
the Cross to cry, " M y God, M y God, why
hast Thou forsaken Me?" — Robert C.
Chapman.
It will make us very careful of ourselves,
if we consider that we are accountable,
not only for the hurt we do, but for the
hurt we occasion through inadvertency.

Just off the Press!
King James Version with 5,566 Corrected Renderings from the American Standard Version

A Whole
Biblical Library
COMPLETE, COMPACT IN ONE
HANDY VOLUME !

Eight Styles
of Binding

Size
5% x 8%
xlV4

Write for Catalog and Prices

GENESIS 22:1
CHAPTER 22.
1 Abraham is tempted to offer Isaac. 3^He givetk proof
of his faith and obedience. 15 He is blessed again.
20 The generation of Nahor to Rebekah.

it came to pass after these things,
AND
• that God did tempt_ [prove] A'-bra-

ham, and said unto him, A'-bra-ham: and
he said, Behold, here I am.
1 Co. 10.13; He. 11.17; Jam. 1.12; 1 Pe. 1.7.

EXODUS 5:18
18 Go therefore now, and work; for there
shall no straw be given you, yet shall ye
deliver the tale [number] of bricks.
19 And the officers of the children of Is'ra-el did see that they were in evil case [were
set on mischief], after it was said [when
they said], Ye shall not minish [diminish],
ought from your bricks of your daily task.
Facsimile of type used in NEW
ANALYTICAL
BIBLE, showing
corrected
translations in brackets, and references
following verses.

THE NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE
"The Outstanding Facts Given in the
New Analytical Bible
in connection with each of the sixty-six
Books are worth the price of the complete
volume, in your best binding. Certainly no
minister, Sunday School teacher, or church
worker who knows of the NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE would deprive himself or herself of the many scholarly, time-saving
helps it contains."
The quotation above is from a wellknown minister who did not think he needed
a new Bible until he saw and examined the
NEW ANALYTICAL. This is a new kind
of Bible—nothing else like it ever published
—just off the press.
A Whole Biblical Library Compact
in One Handy Volume
The NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE contains
the complete Bible text. It is not simply a
collection of Bible helps but a complete Biblical library containing both the Old and
New Testaments in the King James Version, with 5,566 bracketed renderings taken
from the American Standard Version and
placed in the text where they belong.
In the NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE the
references follow each verse instead of being placed in fine print in the center. Before each of the sixty-six books there is
an introductory page, giving date, author,
design, and other valuable information.
There are 42 full-page analytical charts,
placed just before the Books to which they
refer.
Analytical Outlines
Following each Book there is an outline
which will help you in the preparation of
your sermon, your Sunday School lessons,
or in your Bible study.
Outstanding' Facts
You can read in a few minutes the outstanding facts on any of the sixty-six books
of the Bible, and get a far more comprehensive idea of what the book contains than
from reading the book itself. You, too, will
regard this one feature as worth the price
of the complete volume.

B. V. PUBLISHING HOT/SB
Nappanee, Indiana
Please mail me without obligation
your new two-color catalog illustrating and describing the NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE.
Name
Street
City

State-

See What it Contains!
(1)—General Outline of Bible.
(2)—History of B i b 1 e—Translations—
Manuscripts—Evidences of Inspiration—Progress of Doctrine.
(3)—Factors in Character Building—Positive and Negative Qualities.
(4)—Index and Digest Comprising 200
Pages.
(5)—66 Introductions—One to each book
of the Bible.
(6)—42 Full-page Charts—A Complete Analysis of the Bible.
(7)—5566 Corrected Renderings placed in
brackets in the Text.
(8)—Thousands of Scriptural References
printed in 8-point type following the
verses to which they refer.
(9)—Outlines of each of the 66 books—
one outline following each book.
(10)—Outstanding facts of each book placed
after each book where it belongs.
(11)—Contemporaneous History of each
book follows "Outstanding Facts."
(12)—New Testament references follow
books of Old Testament, Old Testament references follow books of New
Testament.
(13)—15 Black and White maps illuminate
Bible Text.
(14)—Harmony of the Gospels.
(15)—Over 100 New Testament references
to the prophets.
(16)—Parables of Jesus
chronological
order.
(17)—Miracles of Jesus in chronological
order.
(18)—Discourses of Jesus in chronological
order.
(19)—Complete chronology of the Old and
New Testaments.
(20)—Genealogy of the Patriarchs.
(21)—The Laws of the Hebrew People.
(22)—The Jewish Calendar.
(23)—Tables of Weights and Measures.
(24)—Lives of leading Bible characters outlined in chronological order.
(25)—Miracles of Old Testament, giving occasion, place and record.
(26)—Prayers of the Bible—giving time and
person, occasion and record.
(27)—Prophecies fulfilled concerning Jesus
Christ chronologically arranged.
(28)—Titles and names applied to Holy
Ghost, giving Old and New Testament
references.
And many other interesting features
FREE Catalog
It is impossible to describe this great
work completely in this space. Let us send
you our new two-color catalog containing
specimen pages and descriptive price list.
It is absolutely FREE. Clip and mail the
coupon with the facts before you so as not
to miss this opportunity for richer spiritual living and greater mastery of Bible
truths.

Universally Endorsed
During the few months the ANALYTICAL BIBLE has been off the press, more
than a thousand leading ministers and laymen of all Protestant denominations have
declared that it is the greatest Bible published.
The Sunday School Times Says:
"The name does not begin to suggest the
riches offered here to the student of the
Bible, whether beginner or one who has
journeyed far. There are many unusual
features combined in a work that is at once
profound and scholarly, yet simple in its
plan and detail. It is a work that will be
studied and loved and will grow richer with
each year's using."
—The Sunday School Times.
"Many different types of Bible study
helps have been published, but few are
more complete in their line than the NEW
ANALYTICAL INDEXED BIBLE, recently
come from the press. It does not compete
with editions of the Bible which are doctrinal, but places before the student the
mechanical aids to Bible study that are a
necessary part of every student's Biblical
equipment. A library of material in portable form."—Donald Grey Barnhouse, Pastor, Tenth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
"I have looked through the NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE with deep interest and
also with deep satisfaction. You have
placed at the service of those who use it
an immense amount of valuable information. You have supplied helps in generous
abundance. The book is indeed a shelf of
books."—Dr. Chas. E. Jefferson, D.D., L.L.D.,
Pastor, Broadway Tabernacle Church, New
York City.
"The NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE represents a marvelous amount of painstaking
and careful work."—Albert W. Palmer, D.D..
President, The Chicago Theological Seminary.
"Please say for me that I am delighted
with the NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE and
that it contains an ample reward for all
who make it their guide in the reading and
study of the Holy Scriptures."—Daniel A.
Poling, President, World's Christian Endeavor Union, Boston, Mass.
"The NEW ANALYTICAL BIBLE is a
time saver. Others have done for me what
I would have to do over and over again
every week. With this Bible I can now
accomplish more."—Rev. Ross H. Stover,
Pastor, Messiah Lutheran Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

